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BSU Choir To
Tour 4 States

North Vietnamese
Launch New Attack

Two Murray State University
students from Murray are
members of the Baptist Student
Union choir, which will tour four
By BARNEY SEIBERT
states April 9-17 on its annual
SAIGON (UPI)—Five rocketspring concert tour.
helicopters
American
firing
Ray,
They are: Esabella
swooped into Fire Support Base
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. William
Graves(Skip) Neale of. Murray
No. 6 through intense CommuCrawford Ray, 1200 main St. and Route Four, appointed Friday by the United States Army in the
nist ground fire today to rescue
Beverly Paschall, daughter of Kentucky Governor Louie B. South Pacific during World War
a U.S. Army lieutenant who
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall, 415 Nunn to the Murray State II. He is a member of Plumber:
eluded North Vietnamese capand Pipefitters Local 184 in
Sycamore.
University Board of Regents, is
ture during 10 days in nearby
The group will present concerts the first labor leader to hold the Paducah.
jungles.
at Malden and Springfield in seat on the governing body of the His mother, the late Mrs. Mary
Neale, served for many years as
Missouri,
Oklahoma City, Okal., University.
forces
Vietnamese
North
KNOCK. Knock
Fort Worth and Houston in The 54 year old native Calloway Calloway County Court Clerk.
attack early
new
a
launched
Who's there?
The other members of the
Texas, and Little Rock Ark
today after surrounding the
Countian is now serving in his Board of Regents at Murray
Hatch.
will
choir
the
Worth
Fort
miles
In
embattled outpost 12
year as executive
sixth
Hatch who?
present a program during the secretary-treasurer of the State are: Wendall Butler of
from both the Laotian and
Catching a cold?
chapel service at Southwestern Kentucky State Building Trades Frankfort, State Superintendent
Cambodian borders.
of Public Instruction and exTheological Baptist Seminary. Council AFL-CIO.
WE'VE DONE this one before but Lt. Brian M. Thacker, 25, of
Programs presented by the He will be sworn in to replace officio chairman; Joe Whittle;
here goes again. Where are you Hickam AFB, Hawaii, was
group will vary from such another Murrayan, Mrs. Lochie Leitchfield, vice-chairman; E. G.
going my pretty maid?
picked up and rushed to a
as "Oh Happy Day" Hart, when the board meets Adams, Hophineville; H. Glenn
sellections
where
Pleiku
I'm going to sneeze sir, she said. hospital
at
mas Hogancamp lauding Dr. and -Bridge Over
Troubled again in regularly quarter Doran, Murray; Dr. Charles
presents a framed resolution to Dr.
right,
Ellis,
Holmes
Mayor
in
Where are you going to sneeze military sources said he was
to the city for the years he has serv on the Murray Planning Com- Water" to more religious pieces session June 5. The term of Mrs. Howard, Mayfield; and Harry
service
his
for
Hogancamp
my pretty maid.
Lee Waterfield, Frankfort.
"very weak condition."
f a number of years and is now a such as "Wondrous Love," "Song
mission. Dr. Hogancamp servedlis chairman of the Commission
Hart, who was appointed in 1967
Atchoo, Atchoo, sir she said.
Council.
City
Murray
the
nigheby
from
Thursday
on
"Kyrie
the
and
passed
Praise,"
of
to fill out the appointment of her
The helicopters that picked member. The resolution was
iStaff Photo) Mass XL"
late husband, George Hart, exA LOGGING foreman sold a up Thacker were the first to
The 24 member group, made up pired March 31.
truck farmer a power saw that he get to the besieged hilltop
of 14 girls and 10 boys, is directed
Communist
A graudate of Murray High
hours.
24
in
outpost
15
down
would
cut
guaranteed
by Lee Somers, Paducah. Ina School and a former student at
trees a day. A week later, a very troops surrounding Base 6
Ruth Boggess. Greenville, is the Murray State, Neale served as
unhappy farmer came back to threw up an intensive antiairaccompanist.
deputy commissioner in the
report that the power saw must craft pattern as the five copters
Rev. Lloyd A. Cornell, a native Kentucky Department of Labor
Mrs. Vernon (Clara) Butbe faulty-it averaged only three swept quickly in then out of the
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper and
of Orlando, Fla. and director of during the term of former teerworth, Lynn Grove Road,
artillery base, Michael Jett, 21,
trees a day.
Police Chief James M. Brown
the Baptist Student Union at Governor Bert Combs.
Murray Route Seven, died this
The foreman picked up the saw of Mendota, Ill.. told UPI
The Murray Art Guild will have rendered reports on activity
Murray State for four years, will He was the representative of morning at 6-40 at her home, He
Sulli
E.
Robert
Correspondent
the
to
starter cord
and pulled
sponsor a Jackson Purchase in their departments
accompany the group. While in the West Kentucky Building death at the age of 61 followed an
yarujj
-sues Ms. .sisaisse. The
. .
Country ant -Western Jubilee April 11..
the Navy,Rev. Cornell served for
extended tthiese.
promptly revved up into its loud
Thacker with a rifle, single Saturday and Sunday afternoon, Chief Cooper reported that Contributions to the 1971 Easter six years aboard ship as a Trades Council of the AFL-CIO a
The Murray woman was the
present
accepting
year
his
in
before
campaign
Seal
Calloway
whine.
April
through
26
handedly covered the withdra June 26 and 27, from 2 to 4 p.m. at from February
cbaplin. He later served as a statewide post. Working out of former Clarra Stark, daughter of
climbed
above
now
have
County
"Hey!" demanded the startled wal of Allied troops from Firi
the Conservation Education 8, 17 house fires occurred, four
pastor for two years.
Dr. and Mrs. J. V. Stark of
farmer. "What's that noise'"
Base 6 when it was overrun 6, Center in Land Between the grass fires, one bomb call to the the $1,603 mark, according to The group will travel by Paducah, his territory covered
Kirksey. She was a member of
counties.
the
of
fifteen
Gantt,
chairman
Wilson
bomb
31.
(no
March
troops
Communist
Lakes. The musical program will Murray Hospital
charter bus and will stay in the Neale served three years with the University Church of Christ.
Show me a man whose feet are He fled into the jungle but be a part of the Western Ken- found, and two car fires for a local drive.
homes of church members along
She had worked in the ready-toannual
the
in
raised
planted firmly on the ground and managed to walk back into the
Money
Festivall total of 24 calls.
and
Crafts
Arts
ucky
their route
wear departments of Murray,
by
Kenused
the
is
I'll show you a man about to try a outpost Thursday after it was
campaign
the
for
reported
Chief
Brown
that will be held near Center
stores and well known
downtown
for
Society
difficult putt.
Seal
Easter
tucky
8
April
period March 11 through
back in South Vietnamese Station.
here.
rrehabilitationAsedurvltslcetso
led Children and
hands.
Auditions and a program as follows: sptilkling 13 citations, prCruivooide
Survivors are her husband,
FELLOW says what is gray, has Thacker's rescue was accomplanning session will be held reckless driving 16, fleeing police
Vernon Butterworth of Murray,
four legs and a trunk? The an- plished by a helicopter piloted
by
handicapped
Kentuckians
for
4,
improper
registration
3,
officer
Saturday. afternoon, May 1, at 3
Route Seven; parents, I. J. V.
swer is a mouse going away on a by Jett said as soon as Thacker
p.m. in the recital hall, Fine Arts public drunkeness 20, DWI 9, disease , accidents or birth
Stark and Mrs. Mable -Stark of
trip.
was pulled aboard, he was Building,
Murray
State disregarding stop sign 3, defects._
Kirksey; one daughter, Mrs.
The society-needs the support
handed a soft drink. He drank University. Old-time fiddlers, disregarding stop light 2. no
Swan ( June Parks and two
WE ARE going to plant some it, then fell asleep, exhausted. banjo pickers, guitar players, operator's license 6, shoplifting 5, of people all over Kentucky in The. intersection gf goath 7th
was the scene Eight bandsmen from Murray grandchildren. Greg and Gina
Sunflowers this year. Somebody The South Vietnamese comgar
folk singers, and other per- assault and battery 1, un- order to continue its state wide aM.jkit
,collision on High were among 150 young Parks, all of Clinton, Iowa; one
two
a
of
are
that
gave us some seeds
mand said government troops formers in the country and necessary noise 4, no state in- Program of care and treatment In
-a.M., according to musicians from across the state sister, Mrs. Steve Wrather of
Friday at.
supposed to produce the big ones. beat back a fresh assault by
western field are welcome. A spection sticker 1, 42 wrecks, 51 the operations of its eight
by the officers of named to the 1971 Kentucky All Washington D. C.; one brother,
repOrtfiled
the
the NcOli Vietnamese against self-addressed, stamped en- improper parking tickets and 22 facilities," Gant said.
Dr. Ray Stark of Memphis. Term.
Department. State Band.
Police
Murray
tli
JUNCOES are gone.
the base 'early today, killing 12 velope must accompany each reports of breaking and entering. Noting that contributions are
Selected were: Larry Stinker, Funeral services will be held
reported.
were
injuries
Chief Brown reported the "still coming‘h,," Gantt appealed,. No
Communist troops. The North request for an audition.
Vehicles involved were a 1969 son of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Stinker; Sunday at three p.m. at the
Vietnamese also fired two
community
residents of
Any performer or musical courts disposed of the cases as
Larson, daughter of Dr. chapel of the J H Churchill
kt ton pickup awned by Freya
Ford
rockets and 16 mortar rounds group may obtain an application follows: 49 as charged and 38 ho have not yet tbnated to the
Chevrolet Company and and Mrs. Edwin Larson; Betty Jo Funeral Home with Hollis Miller
Taylor
into the district capital of Dak for audition from Chuck's Music filed away.
drive. He added that several
driven by Donald Nelson Cherry Ward, daughter of Mr and Mrs. officiating.
To, behind the Base 6 lines and Center, 1411 Main Street,
people in Calloway County
Belote, Interment will be in the Murray
of 722 Fairlane Drive, Murray, James Ward; Emily
FELLOW says it may be a man's dropped mortar rounds into
benefit directly from roaster Seal
Murray, Kentucky, or write to L
and a 1969 Ford % ton pickup daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Memorial Garclents with the
world but chances are its in his several South Vietnamese outmoney.
N. Clard, Box 1133, Murray State
owned by Benton' Auto Supply Belote; Sara Sams, daughter of arrangements by the J. -H.
wife's name.
posts around the beleaguered University, Murray, Kentucky.
He said mailed contributions
Sams; Joe Churchill Funeral Home where
and driven by Gene Alton Hill of Mr. and
base.
rer sent to the campaign- 916 North 18th Street, Murray. Poole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen friends may call after six p.m.
eavsube
trria
Dr. Frank N. Tinder, interim r
NO MATTER how busy a man is. Fire Base 6 serves as a
Polieksaid Cherry, going south Poole; Scott Willis, son of Mr. today (Saturday;.
minister of the First Christian
he's never too busy to stop.and barrier against North VietnaJ. Matt Sparkman,...1317 Wells
and Jimmy
on 7th Steeet, pulled out into the and Mrs. A. L. Willis;
Church, will speak on "The Great Blvd.,
talk about how busy he is.
mese designs on Dak To and
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
truck going east Pasco, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hill
a.m.
10:45
the
df
the
at
path
Discovery"
other central highlands populaThe total amount of conPasco. Allen Cunningham was
on Poplar Street.
service at the church on Easter
tion centers.
tributions reported ,eto date
chosen as first alternate.
truck
Cherry
"Hope Or Despair" will be the Sunday, April 11.
the
to
Damage
In a delayed report, military
represents money received by was on the right side and to the Tryouts for the band were held
of the sermon by Dr.
theme
Luke
from
be
will
scripture
The
sources said Communist troops
such special
Barry Ploston, recreational
in tact region of the state with
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for the ,24: 13-21; 27-32 with Fred Wells as mail as well as from
Hill truck on the front end.
overran Cang Long District
approximately 1,500 competing director for the Murray Park, has
at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. on the worship leader. Elizabeth events as a door-todoorservices
Town in the Mekong Delta 60
organized by
for on of the oepnings. Murray Announced that the Park is in the
Sunday. April 11, at the First Ann Clark and Bryan Warner will solicitation Tuesday
miles southwest of Saigon
GovernStudent
the
Women's
process of setting up a slow pitch
high had twelve to tryout.
BAPTIST YOUNG WOMEN
Methodist Church.
United
lighters.
candle
the
be
March 28 with. 57 South
ment Association at Murray
members are to meet softball league for the summer.
band
The
A brass quartet and special
Gene
be
will
Bro. Donald Starks of West Vietnamese civilians and miliElders serving
University and a roadblock The Baptist Young Women of at Atherton High School campus Sponsors are needed for the
Monroe, La., son of the late Mr. tiamen killed and 63 wounded. Easter music will highlight the •Landolt and Eugene Scott. State
by members of Alpha the Calvary Missionary Baptist on April 13th where they will teams, Polston said.
manned
If any
on
services
and Mrs. Urban Starks of They said several hundred morning worship
Deacons serving will be Armin
j&iriess fraternity Church will meet Tuesday, April rehearse for two and one-half business or organization is inPsi
Kappa
Sunday. The Carol Choir will sing Clark, Dr. Clegg Austin, Dr'.
Murray, will be the guest homes were destroyed.
13. from seven to nine pm. Mrs. days under the direction of Dr. terestisd in sponsoring a team for
laSt Saturday.
minister at the worship services The attack on Cang Long "He Is Risen" at the 8:45 service Clifford Eubanks, Mrs. George
safety Jerrel White will teach the BYW Donald Hunsburger, the director either men or women, they are
school
the
from
,.-ReCepts
Wesley
and
Chancel
on Sunday at 10:40 a.m. and six occurred the day before Duc and the
Hart, Davy Hopkins, Oren Hull,
the special gifts drive manila! and Mrs Crawford Ray of the Eastman Wind Ensemble urged to contact Barry Polston at
p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Chic District Town, nearly at Choir will sing at the 10:50 ser- Dan Hutson, Dennis Taylor, and campaign,
will Teach the WWI manual. All and a well-known composer and the Murray Park, phone 753-7640
Mr.
vice.
be
Christ.
of
Church
Voris Wells. Greeters will
the other end of South Vietnam
dinoitn members-are urged to attend. arranger.
or 753-5738.
services
worship
evening
No
The guest minister is the son- and near Da Nang, was overrun
and Mrs. Ray Sinclair and Mi.
enr(n1 nfurmi co
toriete
the
sdpala
te
e
p srrs
as ne
buntreported
included
in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Lennie by the Communists who killed will be held at the First United and Mrs. Lenvel Yates.
Dr. Harry M Sparks, Murray
Church on Sunday.
Fisk, also of Murray.
A Sunrise Service will be held State president, is state Easter
43 civilians, wounded 63 and Methodist
Mike Rowland and Dewey burned more than 1,000 homes,
at the City Park, sponsored by Seal
tds ycampaign chairman again
Yates will be reading the the sources said.
the Couples Class.
scripture at the services. Prtfers In Saigon, U.S. and South
The pictures of The Passion
will be led by Orien Smith, David Vietnamese military spokesmen
Play will be shown at the vesper
FIREMEN CALI.ED
Wright, Ted Howard, and Keith said 3,474 North Vietnamese
service at five p.m
The Murray Fire Department
Kentucky: Fair and continued
Donaldson. Josiah Darnall will and Viet Cong have been killed
The Church Board will meet
to the Fulton Ice
direct the song service and in fighting for Cambodia's mild today through Sunday. High Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the church answered a call
408
4th Street, on
South
Company,
Low
60s.
the
in
Sunday
and
today
Johnny Bohannon will make the Highway 7, north of Phnom
library.
•
P
Friday at 12:15 p.m The fire was
tonight mostly in the 405.
announcements
Penh, including 1,784 killed by
from a trash can on the outside of
YOUNG HOOKEY PLAYER
The minister of the church. American air strikes.
K
OUTLOO,
EXTENDED
the building arid was out on
k
England
UPI)
LIVE(POOL,
Bro. Roy Beasley, will begin a
The extended weather outlook Atise Leamington Road Prima- arrival of the firemen
revival meeting on Sunday with
for Kentucky, Monday through ry School has expelled 3-yearGUN STOLEN
the congregation at -the Paris,
DUTY OVEN
Wednesday.
old Christopher Baker for twice SPECIAL
A 25 Colt automatic gun was
Ky., Church of Christ.
of showers mainly west wandering away from the GAYTON, England i't1P11—
Chance
stolen from the store of Bilbrey's
half Monday and over gate school. "He's a real live-wire Irene Hodson said she has
Car and Home Supply, 210 East
TWO CITED
and Wednesday Mild and obviously too quick for the temporarily 'discontinued cookTuesday
Two persons were cited by the Main Street, on Friday, ac- Monday and Tuesday, slightly
ing meals in her oven while she
teachers," his mother Sandra
Murray Police Department on cording to the report made to the cooler Wednesday Lows in the
These eight Murray High School band members were among 150 from across the state earned to the
Ases it as an incubator 1r four
Christ°.
Baker said. She said
at
Frida The were for reckless Murray Police Department
40s and .low 50s Monday. pher would return to ‘, iiool 3uppies born two weeks iiri-itna- 1971 Kentucky All State Band. one alternate was also named from Murray High
upper
date
that
on
p.m
driving and public drunkenness 2.20
lowering to the 40s Wednesday when he turned 5
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGEs•TIMES FILE

A large area is being acquired by the Murray Hospital, according to Guy Billington, Hospital Board Chairman. The new
area is located to the south of the present hospital property and
extends from 8th to 9th Streets.
Charles Eldridge, Vernon Gantt, Noe Winter, Ed Frank Jeffrey,
Helen Crutcher, and Kristie Kemper of College High School will
enter the State Speech Festival at Lexington.
Farms of Floyd Usrey, Baron Palmer, W.D. McCuiston, Bill Ed
Hendon,and Paul Blalock-Otley White will be visited in the Dairy
Farm Tour on April 13.
Mr.and Mrs. Harold Canned)' of Alton, fli., are the parents of a
baby girl, Millis Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop of Murray are
the maternal grandparents.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGES•TIKES FIIS

A drive to raise funds of $30,000 for a permanent Calloway
County Fair site was voted at the meeting of the Calloway County
Fair Association.
The 1920 graduating class of Murray High School held a reunion
at the First Christian Church and at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Hart last night. Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Garnett Jones, and Mrs.
T Sledd were hostesses.
Miss Ann Farmer, Murray Training School, rated first in the
Cancer Speaking contest held at the Court House. Bobby Frank
Pickard was first alternate.
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Burie Haneline on
Misch 28, a son to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Roberts on April 1, a girl
*Mr.and Mrs. Alfred C. Cunningham on April 3, a boy to Mr. and
Ma. Gerald Gordon on April 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Barnes on April 9, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Brown on
April 9-

30YearsAgoThisWeek
IXDGEs•TIMES FILE

Work was started yesterday constructing the Murray
Stockyards, a $30,040.00 project, gained by the cooperation of the
Chamber of Commerce,farmers,and business mentif Murray, as
announced this week by Elmus Beale, secretary of the Chamber
if Commerce.
The decision to locate Murray's new municipal park and
Dlayground on Chestnut Street between 8th and 10th Streets was
announced this week. Construction will start in June.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ftozella Norsworthy, age 78, Miss
autrlyn Hartsfield, age 16, Amos Garland, age 70, John Timothy
Duncan, age 76, and Ortney Williams.
Will Frank Steely of Hazel School won third place in the State
High School Oratorical contest at Lexington. He was awarded
$15.00 in the state wide meet.
Gordon Moody was named last week as County Treasurer of the
Fiscal Court to succeed Miss Frances Sexton. He will assume his
duties on May 1.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The foolish and the brutish person perish.—Psalm 49:le.
We violate moral law at our peril

Isn't

It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

P oh tical difinitions change , A hundred years ago)
"mugwump" meant a vote r educated beyone his;
intellect. Fifty years later a mugwump was a
politician whose mug was on one side of the fence
and his wump on the other. Today, mugwumpery
in either form is universal. It is now called obstrichisrp.
"Obstrich- a citizen who cuts himself off from
what's going on so that he won't be made unAlso - a large,
uncom fortable by knowledge
flightless African bird."
-Dictionary of Opiniots

BOSSISM IN AMERICA

Political boss replaced
by tax-financed welfare
Loot ef three articles
By PAUL CORCORAN
Cmiley News Service
The image of the political
boss with his big cigar and
flashy ring has been replaced
in America by the social
worker and publicly financed
welfare programs which make
the taxpayer sometimes flinch.
But the boss left a heritage,
for better or worse.
James A. Farley, who helped
the late Franklin D. Roosevelt
twice win election and a man
not unsympathetic to the early
Big Boss, says this:
"What finished the Big
Bosses is primarily that they
did their job so well that the
immigrant peoples didn't need
first
after
the
them
generation," argues Farley.
"The blast furnace of the
American Melting Pot is the
public school," he told Copley
News Service. "Today, just
short of half of the American
people are the children of these
illiterate immigrants."
In the years prior to the
Great Depression of 1929, and
until World War II in some
instances, both the bosses and
national parties exerted influence on the voter.
This was before the era of
television and radio exposure,
and when many immigrants
didn't know enough English to
understand the issues or the
man who gave them handouts.
Another factor was the absence of the woman's vote until

keen lookout for talent," said
Farley.
"A poor boy, if he wanted to
work, was given a chance.
That's where the Democratic
Party came in. Al Smith,
Senator Bob Wagner, President
Harry S. Truman, President
Lyndon B. Johnson, were all
poor lads.
"So was I; and I have never
stopped saying that if it was not
for the Democratic Party, I
would never have been its
chairman, or a Cabinet officer
postmaster general), and
these honors came to me for
personal service."
The amount of money spent
on campaigns is a serious
concern not only of the elected
official, but of the media, and
the general public. Since the
1970 election, in which some of
the candidates who spent the
most were defeated, there
has been considerable soul
searching about the value
of expensive campaigns.
Even those who won, including new Sen. John Thriney
of California, found it ex-

1920. When they won the
franchise, millions voted
without regard to their
husbands' influence
The change in allegiance has
not been instantaneous, but it
has happened at a more rapid
rate than ever before. Few
political leaders anticipated
the change, however.
A poll of state party
organizations indicated that
not only were bosses disappearing, but both Democratic
and Republican organization
exerted
relatively
little
pressure over the selection and
election of candidates.
"The erosion of the power of
political organizations has
compelled each of the major
parties to pick a candidate who
cannot be tabbed as a
politician," said Leonard
former Republican National
Committee chairman and still
active as a New York City
attorney.
He also made this point about
New York, and it is true for
many
other
state
organizations:
"In this state, there is very
little difference between the
Republican organization and
the Democratic organization.
Neither amounts to very much
so far as vote-wiling power is
concerned.

r

Bowes out of it, couldn't have
been passed without the Big
Bosses themselves.
-1 handled that legislation
for the president and I know
this as no man other than he
'knew better
EXTRA SERVICE
EVANSTON, Ill. (UPI I—An
pizza
parlor
is
Evanston
offering a last-minute income
tax service for people ordering
pizzas April 15.
Jerry Herman, the owner,
said Thursday, "when our
delivery boys deliver your
pizza, they will also pick up and
mail your tax return before
midnight."

SATURDAY—APRIL 10.

The Almanac
*By United Press International
Today is Saturday, April 10,
the 100th day of 1971.
The moon is full.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aries.
U.S. Navy Commodore Matthew Perry was born April 10,
1794.
On this day in history:
In 1849 Walter Hunt of New
York City received a patent for
his invention of the safety pin.
In 1944 the Russian Black Sea
EASTER BONNET — A Lon- port of Odessa was retaken by
don model wears a ring o Soviet troops after it had been
lemons and leaves on a held by the Germans since 1941.
head band at the presentaIn 1945 the Nazi concentration
tion of Simone Mirman's
camp at Buchenwald was
Easter, spring and summer
the U.S. 80th
hat fashions. (Cablephoto) liberated by
Division.
In 1968 President Lyndon
named Gen. Creighton
Johnson
Azthe
'Mexico City, under
commander of U.S.
Abrams
tecs, was named Tenochtitlan.
forces in Vietnam, replacing
Gen. William Westmoreland.

pensive. The Tunney-forsenator committee found itself
with a $600,000-plus deficit
despite its victory. His example
is almost identical to those of
candidates in almost every
other state.
Farley, expansive and
knowledgeable on politics of all
shades, said he deplored the
vast sums of money spent in
campaigns.
-... It is shutting the poor
boys out. The television
cameras will focus on a student
riot, but I defy anyone to come
up with any coverage of the
Young Democrats or Young
Republicans, giving them the
same attention as the old
bosses did. The high cost of
campaigning is driving talent
out of both parties, closing the
old doors, to the immense
disadvantage of the republic."
Farley's-noint of view may be
challenged by some experts in
.pslitics• and media But he
cencludes on a note that may be
the last word on the era of
political bosses. and the
preface of the age of the in- 130TH BIRTHDAY MAY 29—Sylvester Magee, 129, cools
dependent voter.
a paper cup of coffee in New Orleans, where he jourHe said:
neyed from Coltunbia, Miss., to get a set of false teeth
"If it hadn't-been for the Big
a dentist donated. Magee, whose age is verified by the
Bosses, believe, me, the bask
Mississippi Department of Archives and History, wall
legislation of F. D. R. which
born a slave in North Carolina. He'll be 130 on May 29.
put,the„liberals in
path*—AAA 40pat‘old
daughter accompanied him on the trip.
,
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They challenged
an untamed land!
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Show
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Special 1:15

joyousEster
to allourfriends.

\Ball:7:TA fr--DRivE

_Open 6:00-Start 7:00
AdultY1.25 -Children FREE

SUN. thru
n spleta4"-The most magnificent
picture cier!

111611 KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
Bring the Whole Family!
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IN CELLAR
THE ATTIC

At 2:00-4:00-6:00--8:00- 10:
onday 3:30-5:30-7:30- 9:30
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HAZEL CAFE

Ends Tonite

tood.s
m.
horn
Lord o
tliey ha

ful party organization is only NIGHTCLUB BOMBED
as strong as whatever
SAIGON (UPI! — Terrorists
strength it may derive from the set off a bomb in Saigon's most.
successful candidate for popular rock music nightclub
governor."
Thursday night then opened fire
ft is a far cry from the days of with machine guns on
survivors
Jim Farley, whose political who fled the
wrecked building.
career spans the era of the
The U.S. command said two
bosses, F D. R., and the
persons were killed, including a
charisma cycle Farley does
Vietnamese girl and an Arneri,
not believe the change spells
persons were
the best of things for political can. Forty
parties or the nation, however. injured, including 36 Americans
-The Big Ekes was on the and four Vietnamese.
\

I Prri_af,.......4A4f,.51..
Adm.:—$1.50 & 75c

Open: 7 Nitel y

753-8119

QUIET COPIER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Hughes Tool Co. has announced
development of what it calls the
world's most quiet helicopter—
s modification of the turbinepowered, four-seat Army OH6A
light observation helicopter.
The firm said the development had been kept secret for
security reasons in Vietnam
where the craft has been used
for scouting. It said the
helicopter is scarcely audible
-The candidate wins who evensahen 'directly overhead
xisseses the charisma that and Its development will help— ,rill bring to his side the in- urban noise
abatement.
iependent voters. .
Genrally speaking, the success-

\
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Tmati.r
A thought for today: Francois
Rabelais said, "How shall I be
able to rule over others, when I
have not full power and command of myself?"
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Boating
By JACK WOLLSTON
NEW YORK (UFO-From
the ditty bag:
-The Dougal Robertson
family of Leek, England, won't
have to worry about an attack
of appendicitis during their
projected three-year, aroundthe-world cruise on their
42-foot schooner Lucette. Before departing from Falmouth
recently on the first leg of their
cruise, the family -Dougal 46,
Linda 44, Anne 18, Douglas
16, and twins Neil and Sandy
11 -- went to a hospital and
had their healthy appendixes
removed, according to a report
by the National Enquirer. Mrs.
Robertson, an ex-nurse, said
the family decided that "prevention was better than cure."
-John Fairfax, 33, a British
adventurer who made a solo
rowing trip across the Atlantic
in 1970, hopes to leave from
San Francisco shortly and row
across the Pacific to Sydney,
Australia, in a 35-foot boat. He
will be accompanied this time
by fellow Briton Sylvia Cook,
31, a member of the St.
George's Rowing Club in
London. Fairfax made the
Atlantic crossing in six months.
He expects the 8,000-mile row
to Australia to take about 10
months.
-The San Francisco
lightship, a fixture 12 miles off
the Golden Gate since 1898,
will be replacedlate in April by
an automated buoy. A lightship off Eureka is scheduled to
be replaced in the same fashion

••:.TOV/i.ts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky Collette of Agriculture Snow and high winds in Western
Kentucky early this week
Ky.,— and continuing through October
FRANKFORT,
retarded spawning runs by white Kentucky's 1971 hunting seasons 31, The second phase opens on
bass and croppie, the State are all but complete, with only November 18 and continues
Department of Fish and Wildlife the waterfowl and dove seasons through December 31, the same
"If people wore black
A preacher friend of mine Resources reported today.
yet to be set. All other seasons season, with the exception of the
feathers and had wings, very
once had a pet crow that
The department reported and bag limits have been opening day, as for last year. The
few of them would be clever learned to speak several words, improved catches of black bass determined for this year but, it is big limit again will be six and the
enough to be crows." .
including a hyphenated, seven- on the Kentucky, Cumberland pointed out, the season for the possession limit 12.
So spake the famous New
migratory birds, must await The rabbit and quail seasons
letter cuss word it had picked and Nohn Lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
England preacher, Henry Ward
action by the Department of will open on the traditional third
up somewhere. It would often
• d4,
Beecher, to his congregation at
Thursday in November, this year
repeat this terrible oath over ,Dale Hollow—Black bass fair Interior.
Plymouth Church in Brooklyn. and over again and certainly if by jigging and casting; a few
Basically the seasons are the November 18, and will continue
S,
g
sj
And after many years of visiting preachers were around. croppie being picked up by still same as for last year as far as uninterrupted through January
.•
main lake length is concerned with only the 31. The bag and possession limits
minnows;
fishing
*serving the activities of these
Black Jim, .as the bird was
clear, tributaries clear to opening dates varying, but with will be six and 12 for rabbits and
oornfield raiders, there seems
called, had been smacked head
murkey, stable with a tem- practically the same number of 10 and 20 for quail.
to be a lot of truth in this old
over heels several times for
perature of 50 degrees.
hunting days per species and the The grouse season will open on
ecclesiastic's statements. Crows
uttering this bad word. ConseKentucky—Good black bass same bag and possession limits. November 18 and continue
'I; ;IC
ate indeed clever creatures. quently whenever he decided
catches, some near limit string, The gun deer season this year through February 28 with a bag
They have to be, else with
to do a little Cussing, he would by casting over stumps and off
about the same time. "The new
missions, 4,894 support mis-.
be open in all 120 counties. limit of four and a possession
every man's hand against them, fly up into a pear tree so as to points; croppie fair to good will
navigational buoys are more along, 17,775 safety patrolsOpening date is November 13 and limit of eight.
they would become extinct.
be out of danger.
economical, can do the job just and 4,731 regatta patrols. The
around dropoffs and stumpy beds it will extend five days through
The crow is styled the outas well and will allow us to organization, whose memberAlthough crows never in area of Tennessee line, poor in November 17. In 117 counties only
law of the bird world and when
release personnel for other ship rose from 28,479 in 1969
become adept at speaking rest of lake; below darn, fair bucks with forked antler or anduty," says CPO O.W. Austin, to 30.221 during 1970, also
decides to go on a raid
English, they do have a white bass and croppie, murky, tlers will be legal game, while in
executive officer of the conducts courtesy motorboat ;
ere's little defense against
language all their own. They rising slowly at 50 to 52, no gates three counties, Hart, Barren and
133-foot San Francisco examinations and public educa. He robs and steals with. have a "word" for one type of open.
Edmonson, deer of either sex will
lightship.
don programs.
Cumberland--Croppie good in be legal. The bow and arrow
t compunction and knows situation and other words for
-The U.S. Coast Guard
-Incidental Information:
*thin a foot the range of a
others. Anyone who listens and upper section around shallow season is open throughout the
Auxiliary, volunteer arm of the The barnacle, a relative of the,
sliotgun. He not only steals for
observes these sturdy black banks and treetops. Black bass in months of October and December
Nature Walk Series
U.S. Coast Guard, compiled an shrimp, starts life as one of
flood, but seemingly also for
birds long enough can tell the all areas by still fishing, casting and either sex deer is fair game. Begins April 9-10
enviable record in 1970. Fore- 10,000 microscopic eggs. It
muddy
Headwaters
jigging.
sheer fun of it.
difference in the words if not and
Hunters may bag but one deer,
most was the saving of 527 grows into a tiny crab-like
and rising, white bass very slow;
taOnce. I observed two crows
always the exact meaning.
lives in rescue missions, nearly organism and, after about four
either by gun or bow and arrow, Birds, wild flowers, and other
49.
Crows are great ones for clear to mudding and rising at
wildlife and plant life will be the
twice the number of lives saved weeks of floating around, it
mining a crack in a dead
for the entire year.
Nolin—Black bass fair to good
in 1969.A summary of 1970 anchors to some object, such as
keeping order in their society.
Squirrel hunting kicks off the featured subjects in a series ,of
estnut that had half fallen
by casting and jigging. Croppie seasons, opening on August 21 guided nature lectures
activity shows the USCGA the hull of a sunken ship,where
d was leaning over against
Some birdwatchers have said
and walks
fair to good in timbered coves on
engaged in 11,862 assistance it remains permanently.
beonning April 9 and 10 in Land
other tree. Chasing them
that they actually hold trials
minnows. Lower section, clear
Between the Lakes. The series
y, I found they had stashed
when some member gets out of
upper part clear to muddy, rising
will start with a 7:30 p.m. slide
line. If the crime is serious temperature 50 to 53. Headwaters
ay in the crevice a silver
and
lecture program on Friday.
found
culprit
enough and the
arter, a safety pin, and three
murky and falling slowly, some
April 9. at Center Station in the
sticks of spearmint chewing
guilty, he is neither banished white bass and croppie.
Conservation Education Center.
4.im. As this cache was in the from the flock or pecked to
Herrington—Fair black bass
The evening session will be
*oods and more than a mile
death.
by casting medium deep banks.
followed by a morning hike
ion) the nearest house, the
For all their thieving, loot- Croppie fishing spotty. Some
Saturday, April 10, that will leave
Lord only knows from where
ing, pulling up corn, and white bass picked up below first
Center Station at 8:30 a.m. and
tliey had stolen this loot.
sucking eggs. crows are not all riffle on dix river, clear, stable at
conclude at.11:30 a.m.
'.
as
bad
as
bad-not one-tenth
51.
Barkley—Fair to good catches
starlings and blackbirds. On the
Dr. Clell Peterson, 'Murray
The 1971 Kentucky Spring
credit side of their ledger, they of both croppie and black bass—
State University, will be the
'Fishing
Unlimited'
to
be
held
croppie
casting,
black
bass
by
the
consume great quantities of
April 9-11, at Lake Barkley State lecturer and field leader for the
grubs, beetles, grasshoppers, on minnows. Below the dam,fair
first session which will promarily
Resort Park, is now underway
and caterpillars. They are also croppie and white bass. Temfeature birds and wildlife iden"Fishing Unlimited" is open to
deadly enemies of field mice, perature 52, murky and falling
tification. Dr. Peterson, well
all bona fide fisherman who
rats, and other small rodents slowly.
known in Kentucky ornithological
valid,
possess
a
current
KenGreen River Lake—Fair to
that destroy crops.
circles, will also conduct the
tucky fishing license, and have
Although about every hand good croppie around treetops and
Friday and Saturday programs
sticups. Fair black bass by registered with the park.
on April 23 and 24 and May 7 and
0,..raised gg44nst, the crow, it
Rates
for
-Fishing
Unlimited"
casting, jigging and still fishing.
8 The wild flower and plant life
thrWes • everywhere in the
includes meals and lodging,
could Cleat to murky to muddy, rising
series will run on alternate
Wetlet ShittC
With the snow capped Grand Teton, in the background, Dick Matt, official photographer for the
beginning With evening meal or
at 47.
weekends through May 15 and
qualify as the all-American
Committee for the Great Outdoors, made this picture of diserse grandeur (among many others),
opening
day
through
the
noon
River
Lake—Black
Barren
will
be
conducted
by
the
conbird. It is truly a democratic
for this Special section, late thi. past summer when the Committee moved into the Jackson Hole,
The crow has an uncanny
Boats,
Bass fair to good, Croppie good in meal or closing day.
Wyoming area for its annual photographic session. The vehicles are moving eastward from the
servation education and resource
citizen and more people can
ability to learn humanlike
upper section. Spotty catches of motors, or tackle are not Management staffs of Land
dramatic mountains across the verdant valley toward the Slide Lake area and the National Forest.
tricks and, although its vocabu- identify it than any other bird. white bass in headwaters. Murky provided, but are available at the
Between the Lakes.
It is part friend and part foe to and rising at 52.
lary is limited and it cannot
park boat docks.
some
the
farmer,
and
more
than
any
conversations,
carry on
This years rates are: Single- Each of the Satuday morning
Rough River—Fair black bass
crows-especially pet crows, other wild creature, an expert by jigging around stickups, $31.00 plus tax; Double4SS.00 hikes will begin at 810 a.m.
at survival.
learn to talk.
croppie and white bass fishing plus tax; Children under 12 and andwill be preceded by ai
occupying a room with an adult- orientation slide and lecture
slow in tributaries.
Fishtrap—Scattered catches of $8.20 plus tax; Deposit required- program at 7:30 p.m. Friday
black bass, murky to muddy, Full rate deposit is desirable; evening at Center Station. Hikers
The twelve prestiglout
The possibility of encoun- outdoorsmen and their famMinimum deposit to hold are
rising at, 47.
bring tering snow capped moun- ilies the opportunity to enjoy companies and trade assosuggested
to
Dewey—Croppie fishing fair reservation- $16.80; Double, binoculars. There is a picnic tains before the summer sea- the full scale of recreational ciations, each a producer of.
the Commit- facilities in any degree of Outdoor -Recreational equip- •
around stickups, murky, rising at $10.50 single.
pavillion near Center Station for son ended lured
ment and services, include
"Fishing Unlimited" starts at those who prefer to bring their tee for the Great Outdoors luxury or ruggedness.
50.
Five carefully maintained the following:
to the Jackson Hole area of
Grayson—Fair catches of 12:00 noon CST, April 9; and ends lunch.
The American Gas AssoWyoming late this past sum- camp grounds are in the area.
black bass by still fishing rocky at 12:00 CST, April 11.
mer for its annual photo- So are log-cabin type and ciation; The Avco CorporaAny
Croppie
caught
by
a
banks. Scattered croppie catgraphic session at which luxury hotel accommoda- tion; Cessna Aircraft ComDick
tions. Pure mirror-like lakes, pany; Champion Spark Plug
ches, clear to murky and rising participant and weighing 3
-Rritish designer Ian Official Photographer
pounds or more; and any bass
many of the pic- a game preserve, the Snake Company; Eastman Kodak
slowly at 52
llannay has come up with a Matt made
tures presented in this spe- River with its exciting float Company, International
caught by a participant and
trips are there. Fishing Harvester Company; JohnChrysler has introduced weighing 5 pounds or more will be 28-foot, six berth cruiser-racer cial section.
in which hz„,,has placed the
There, rising majestically' abounds; hunting is avail- ston Motors; Johnson Reels
an all-new, 16-foot, fiberglass mounted free by the Kentucky
engine
to
give
better
amidships
.-Dito the west are the Grand able in season. The recrea- Co., Division of Johnson,
boat created for bass fishing Department of Parks,if the
weight distribution and an Tetons, considered by many tional facilities of the region
versified, Inc , Thermos Dion inland waters. The narrow participant
wishes.
vision of King-Seeley Therunusually roomy interior. The to be one of the most dra- are limitless.
beam craft, called the Baas
Make reservations by writing boat has a long waterline, matic sights in the United
The Committee For the mos Co. Tupperware Home
Runner, features an advancedor galling: Lake Barkley. State bustle stern and deep skeg. States. To the east across the Great Outdoors, dedicated to Parties, Winchester-Western
design cathedral hull, swivel
valley rise somewhat gentler promoting, the conservation Division of Olin Corporation,
Resort Park, Cadiz, Kentucky, mounted rudder. The standard
seats, a 7-foot storage comand development, and the- and Zenith Radio Corporamountains
Lake
Bass
Kentucky
Morgan,
Ronald
fin
!Phone
502)
522-3261,
Anderson
and
or
draft
of
4by
keel
version
has
a
Russell
partment with rod holders and
between the west boun- ,ajoyment of our natural re- - tion, and their Canadian
In
•
larch
Kentucky
Lake
on
on
bass
four
Club members caught
optional forwarJ stick steer- calling "Toll Free", Kentucky feet, 7 inches, the deep keel, cLiry of the carefully pre- sources, found the area a counterparts.
28 weighing a total of 16 lbs. and 6 ozs. The four bass conEach year the Committee
great place to work out its
ing. It is rated for outboards Department of Parks Central fitted with trim tab. 5 feet. 7 served National Park, and
secutively weigh 5 lbs. and 2 or.s.,4-1/2 lbs., 4 Roe and 1 or..,
up to -70 horsepower. The Reservations: Within Ken- inches. Beam is 9 feet. The rig the equally attended Nation- plans for helping this _news- selects a different area for
and 2 lbs. and 5 ozs. The tass were caught on spinner baits.
60-inch beam and shallow tucky: 1-800-372-2961, Surroun- is masthead, with an area of al Forest to the east, is an paper publish this special its annual photographic safari.
323 square ft.
expansive bowl furnishing section.
Above, Anderson and Horgan display their catch.
draft give the boat exceptional ding states: 1-800-626-2911.
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Son gets too homesick
to go away to college
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Sidney graduated from high school at the
top of his class last June. He was offered a scholarship to a
very fine Eastern University, but he turned it down to go to
a local college. Everybody thought he was crazy. He admitted to me he didn't want to go away to college because he
gets -homesick."
We sent Sidney to summer camp when he was 12, and
be came back after one week so thin and pale, he didn't
look like the same boy. He said he got so homesick he
couldn't even sleep or eat.
Sidney is not an only child. But he is my youngest and
has always stayed very close to me.
He doesn't have many friends and has Dever asked a
girl for a date on his own, but he has dated girls when
someone fixes him up. He reads a lot and doesn't mind
being by himself all the time.
I want Sidney to go away to college next fall, but every
time I bring it up he begs me not to talk about it. I think it
would be good for him to go away, but bow can a mouier
push her son out of the house when be begs to stay?
—SIDNEY'S MOTHER

DEAR ABBY: Suddenly after 32 years of marriage in
which my hunhand never went grocery shopping with me,
be insists on going with me every time.
He picks up every item I put in the cart and will
frequently tell me 1 don't "need it." (Abby, I do the cocking, and I know what I need.]
When we get to the checker he yells at her about how
expensive everything is nowadays, and be even tells her we
can buy the same item cbeaper at a different store. The
poor checker! All she can say is "Well, why don't you go
shop at the other store?"
My husband has held up a whole line of people, demanding to see the store manager so he, can give him a piece of
his mind about the outrageous prices. It is embarrassing!
Don't tell me to shop without him. He won't stay home.
I have also quit going out to dinner with him lately because
he bawls out the waitresses on account of the prices on the
menus being so high. I can't take much more of this. Help
MRS. H.
me!
DEAR MRS. H.: Don't dismiss his sadden chaage of
personality as "meanness" without first baying him checked
Mandy by a physician. Many mew like women. undergo a
"change of life" in later years.
DEAR ABBY. This is an open letter to those parents
lucky enough to be able to have children, but wbo don't
have love enough in their hearts, to give them.
Abby, my husband and I have been on the waiting list
to adopt a baby for a year and a half, and they are hard to
get
Many people keep babies they don't really want because
of outside pressure from friends and relatives. These children grow up without knowing love and a good family life.
Isn't it much better to give the child to some adoptive
parents who desperately want a child than to raise it in an
atmosphere where it is neither wanted nor loved?
Maybe this letter will show people that everyone isn't
cut out to be a parent, even if they are able to bear
children. And it is much more humane to give a child away
than tiskeep it and raise it unloved.
—WAITING IN ANCHORAGE
DEAR WAITING: There are plenty of babies who desperately need love and a good home. They are mit all pink
aad white, but they are so less deserviag, and they are
available. Tidal' about k.
DEAR ABBY: "DUBIOUS" asked you Ifs man who had
been swinging for 20 years can ever settle down? Brother,
can they ever! I married a 47-year-old "wild man." He
chased and drank and danced and played_ He's now given
up all his bad habits. He evidently had his fill, and now all
he wants to do is stay home and watch TV.
—BORED TO DEATH

WILLIE'S ANTIQUE
AND GIFT
SHOP
10 Miles Southeast of Murray,
Just Off 121 at 614 Junction
We Have A Large Selection of . . .

*Early American Stoneware * Urns
* Vases * Flower Pots * Pitcher
and Bowl Sets * Glass (old and new)
* Bottles * Many Different Sizes of
* Glazed Pottery Frogs for the Yard
* Concrete Water Fountains, Bird
Baths and Animals
OPEN 7 A.M. to 10 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK

imire44

An Easter Egg Hunt for preschool to third grade members
only of the Calloway County Bucy at ten a.m. A potluck
Country Club will be held from supper will be served at noon.
ten to 11:30 a.m. Each child
should bring four eggs. Refreshments will be served and games The Paris Road Homemakers
played. The committee in charge Club will meet at the home of
is Mesdames Gary Marquardt, Mrs. Lucille Hart at 1:30 p.m.
George Ed Waldrop, Ted
Bradshaw, J. Russel Ross, Bobby
Nix Crawford, and E. D. Roberts. The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Sunday, April 11
Mrs. Pat Bogard at 12:30 p.m.
A sunrise service will be held at
the Poplar Spring Baptist Church
at six a.m. with Rev. Jerrel White Murray Star chapter No. 433
as speaker. Refreshments will be Order of the Eastern Star will
served following the service.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The Easter sunrise service will
be held at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church at five a.m.
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Monday. April 12
WSCS has cancelled its meeting
for today.
County
Calloway
The
Genealogical Society will meet at
the home of Miss Maude Nance at
Group III of the Baptist Women
1:30 p.m.
of the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Naomi
Miller at two p.m.
Homemakers
The Suburban
of
Club will meet at the home
Mrs. Leon Adams at seven p.m.
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson at
one p.m.

▪ Abbit

MOM MOTHER: It's sot 1111COMED00 for a IS-year-add
to beemse so hameskk be can't eat or sleep, but Ohm he
reaches college age he should have matured sufficiently I.
evercorn it. If Sidney has met bees evaluated by aa expert,
be ought to he. To push Mae out ei the Weise would be
traumatic. but de insist be have a freak talk with a doctor.

Phone 733-1117 or 1$1.047

B. Burkeen

,•

Hazel Woman's Club
Has Regular Meet
At Garden Center
The Hazel Woman's Club held
its regular March meeting at the
Shirley Garden Center on North
Fourth Street.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley gave the
members a guided tour of did"'
center explaining the different'
plants and their place in the
house.
Following the tour the group
went to the Triangle Inn for the
business session. Mrs. Gerald
Ray gave the devotion.
Mrs. Ed Russell called the mill.'
and read the minutes, and Mrs,'
Harold Wilkinson gave thirE
treasurer's report. Appointed UP
the nominating committee were
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
Harold Wilkinson, and Mrs. J.
Jones.
Plans were made to attend
State Convention April 18-22.

At.1-
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SPECIAL!

IT IS EASTER—Two Japanese imports, Gale Yashimoto (the girl) and Idiom longiflorum (the flower) make a lovely Easter portrait in Hamilton, Bermuda. Better
known as the Bermuda Easter Lily, the flower. long has been a symbol of the Easter
season. It was introduced to Bermuda in the early 1800s by a missionary en route
home to England from Japan.

Rev. Henry McKenzie Is Guest Speaker
At Chapter M Of P.E.O. Sisterhood
Miss Ann Herron was hostess awards in science competition.
for Chapter M of the P.E.O. Delicious jam cake and hot
Sisterhood, Monday evening, spiced tia were served by Miss
April 5, at her office in the Herron during the social hour.
Enjoying the inspirational
Murray State Library.
evening, other than those
were
Guest speaker for the evening previously mentioned
was Rev. Henry McKenzie whose Mesdames Larrie Clark, Charles
Hortin, John QUeT:topic is the theme for a series of Hinds, L. J.
chapter programs, -Culture' tarmous, E. D. Roberts .nagi
Through Beauty." Stating that he Harry Sparks.
would give a panorama view of The next meeting will be WIt.
beauty, the speaker included Sirs. liridsey, April 26, at 7:30 ilk
great music, art, sculpture, the evening.
nature and literature. Beauty is
not a luxury," he stated. "It is a
necessity. I have bathed my soul
in the writings of Ruskin
Carlyle.'
and
Emerson
Dedicated to cosmic beauty and
Rev.
conscience,
cosmic
McKenzie declared that al
The Gamma Gamma chapter
nature is democratic. "It know
no age or color. It belongs to all 31 Beta Sigma Phi sorority met
an Tuesday, April 6, at sevenhumanity."
thirty o'clock in the evening at
At the request of the leettieer, the home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
Mrs. McKenzie read one of his
Mrs. Martha Alls, president,
printed
many
articles, led the opening ritual which was
"Revelation of Beauty," from repeated in unison by the sixteen
The Christian Leader Magazine. active members.
Rev. McKenzie has recently had
Miss Frances 'Armstrong,
published a book, "Fun- teacher of business at Calloway
damentals The Church Needs." County High School, and memPresiding was Mrs. Henry ber of the sorority, gave the
McKenzie, president. Mrs. Olga program on "Enjoyment and
Freeman gave the devotion Influence of Music In Our Lives".
reading from I Corinthians after Two great composers were
which the Lord's Prayer was studied and selections by difrepeated by members. Mrs. ferent artists were played The
Morgan Sisk, secretary, read the program was..enjoya4 by those'
minutes. Mrs. Paul Sturm, present.
treasurer. called' the roll and
Officers' reports were given.
gave the financial report. International and local comCorresponding_ secretary, Mrs. munications were discussed.
Freeman, read several letters Committee reports were also
received since hitt meeting. Mrs. schedule14r
he Talent Show
glven."<,
Don Fuqua reported on Cottey
April 24 was
College affairs and Mrs. Alfred outlined and plans were comLindsey, Jr., spoke on the pleted.
Educational Loan Fund.
The membership chairman,
Mrs. Maurice Christopher will Mrs.'Ed Thomas, welcomed a
represent Chapter M as firstt guest for the evening, Miss
delegate to the Kentucky State Janice Nix.
Chapter Convention, May 13 and
The closing ritual and Mizpah
14, in Louisville. Mrs. George closed the meeting. RefreshHart, Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. ments were served by the
Hugh Oakley were also selected hostesses, Mrs. Gary Burkeen
as delegates The P.E.O. emblem and Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt.
was presented by the president to
le.
urti
:
•101.444
, :4
6
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hillis
McKenzie, a new member. The
president also commended/Ars.
Sisk for having.• received the
Monday, April 12
Teacher of the Yeer award
The Wranglers Riding Club will
I recently at the Future Teachers sponsor a skating party at the
of America annual dinner at Benton Skateland from seven to
I Calloway County High School, nine p.m. The charge will be $1 00
and for her students' winning per skater
(

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
postponed its meeting until April
19.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
postponed its meeting until April
19.

The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove WSCS
is scheduled to meet at the
church at seven p.m.

Wuesdaji,April 13
Rev. Henry McKenzie

The Almo Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs. Don

Wednesday-Sunday
T-BONE STEAK--I 1 89
PRICE INCLUDES:

so POTATO
• SALAD
so TOAST

Serving Uncle Charlie's
Meats

Grecian Steak
House

U.S. 641 North

;
.H; IS
;"stand'
:6-foot
from
bat ••

Murray, Ky.

Hopkins Home Scene
Of Gamma Gamma
Chapter Meeting

1

SCOTT DRUG

I 205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

UR TAX RIDE OFF

We

510 2-Door Sedan

522cents per mile*
space inside, attractive styling, good vision all
The "IRS" allows 12e per mile for business
around, a romfortable ride..,an enjoyable,
driving. That means a potential saving of 6.18e
entertaining car to drive."
per mile in driving a Datsun.
Low-coat driving runs in our
Figure it this way
family.
Authoritative Road & Track magazine
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
conducted'irri Extended Use Test on our 510
2-Door that included: Delivered price with tax
j•Overall cost per mile for 24,000 miles in Extended Use
Test conducted by Road & Mack on '69 Datsun 510 2-Door
and license. Routine maintenance. repairs. Gas
Sedan. serial: PL510-2D-04192
(at 24.5 miles per gallon). Kelley Bluebook resale.
The resulting 5.724. per mile was the lowest they
have ever recorded.
Road & Track's expert ,testers had some other
nice things to say:
""l'he willing SOHC engine seemed to thrive
on punishment.
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
A peppy, light-steering sedan with lots of

TWIN

4

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

94

-Open Evenings Iii 8:00"

•

Y-APRIL 10, 1971
ao.
•
J-1911 ot 153-4147 1
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Hillman Ferry Campground Nursing
Wall Street
Opens Sixth Season, LBL
Department Chatter
Gets Grant

We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

(After 500, 753-9161)

OTTAWA (UPI) - Housing
prices in Canada rose 10 per
cent between February, 1970,
and February, 1971, the DomiBureau
Statistics
nion
of
reported Thursday.

WASHINGTON (UPI): A federal appeals court
has strengthened the United Transportation Union's
hand in its contract dispute with Ihs_nation's
roads by allowing it to strike individual railroads in
an effort to obtain a national agreement.
No strike v. as imminent, however. The threetudge court sta>ed its order 21 days to allow time
or appeals.
IT ALSO empowered lhe U. S. District Court for
the District of Columbia to bar any strike it coftsiders a -whipsaw strike" aimed only at winning

Pratt's ruling prevented the 150.000-member union from striking the Burlington Northern ad
Seallpard--Caast-Line-Raitroads March 11.
THE APPEALS COURT ruling would allow individual strikes if the purpose was to bring about a
national agreement. But the court said the railroads
could retaliate for an individual strike with a national lockout.
Management also then would be free tp put into
effect changes in work rules to which the UTU
vigorously objects.

DRAPES and OTHER
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
(GOOD THRU APRIL 30th)

Free Pickup and Delivery

College Cleaners
Phone 753-3852_

ftob

1411 Olive Boulevard

MONDAY, APRIL 12th 9:00 A. M.
AFTER EASTER FABRIC SPECIAL

REGULAR sl" 10 ounce 100% COTTON

The increase was almost
entirely due to a 17.2 per cent
increase in construction industry wages, the bureau said.

SPORTSWEAR DENIM

.1,

Sprucing Op For Spring?
GREEN THUMB NURSERY

separate contracts from each carrier.
The court said further that the union must give
two weeks notice before any strike.
The order overturned a ruling by U. S. District
Court Judge John H. Pratt that the union must
strike railroads nationwide if oil struck at all, because
it originally bargained with all the railroads.

BLANKETS 89c
20% OFF

a

c; t; 4 4 4 4 4 4 00444 4 0 0 4 C, 0
4
s,

Sensational Low Price of Spring and Summer's Favorite Sportswear Fabric! 2
to 10 yard Mill-Lengths of Finest Quality 10 oz. Denim in
all the favorite Solid
Colors. It's the seasons most wanted fashion fabrics for jeans, slacks, pant suits,
jumpers,skirts etc. Don't miss this unbelievable Sportswear Fabric Buy!

LOCATED ON 94 WEST
1 1/2 MILES FROM 16th STREET
IS

I 11

Selective strike
principle OKd

CANADA HOUSING COSTS

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

SATURDAY-APRIL 10, 1974

Rail union upheld

Hillman Ferry, one of three big
summer season.
family campgrounds along the
Wall Street Chatter
Campers can enjoy year-round
Kentucky Lake shoreline in Land
NEW YORK (UPI)-"Apart
camping in Land Between the
Between the Lakes, opened its
from short-term fluctuations,
Lakes at Piney, located in the
sixth season Wednesday, April 7.
the trend of the equity market
Tennessee part of the area,and in
The other two campgrounds are
Murray State University has Is likely to continue upward,"
the twenty (2) lake access areas
Piney (open year-round) and
located along the shorelines of been notified that a grant of Inverness Counsel Inc. believes.
Rushing Creek, which opens May
the two lakes. Piney has 200 tent- $11,350 has been approved by the The company says warning
27. Land Between the Lakes is
and trailer sites with electrical National Institute of Health for a signs will include return of the
TVA's big outdoor recreation
outlets, trailer dumping station, special purpose traineeship individual investor and a strong
area between Kentucky Lake and
rise in business activity accomand heated shower and rest room program in nursing.
Lake Barkley in west Kentucky
buildings. The lake access areas Funded for a 12-month period panied by an increase in money
and Tennessee.
provide more limited camping, for the fiscal year 1971-72, the requirements. In the mean
Located about three miles
picnicking, and boat launching program is designed to assist time, the firm urges investors
south of Barkley Canal, Hillman
facilities at no charge. Rates in graduate registered nurses in the to "take advantage of the
Ferry has 310 tent and trailer
the family campgrounds are $2.00 completion of a baccalaureate opportunities" created by the
sites, including a cricular trailer
per night with 25 cents additional degree in nursing for better present "hesitancy."
park that makes it easy to handle
for electricity. Camping in the preparation for public health
dee biggest travel trailers. Other
"Our technical department
family campgrounds and lake work.
fagilities and attractions at
access areas is on a first-come- Miss Ruth Cole, chairman of isn't unduly nerbous," Spear
Hillman include electrical
first-serve basis, and the the department of nursing, said and Staff Inc. notes. The
outlets, modern rest room and maximum
stay is two weeks. For the grant will finance three company believes the near-term
shower facilities, trailer dumping
additional information write traineeships. Each traineeship outlook favors a firming trend
station, boat launching ramps, Land
Between the Lakes, Ten- includes a stipend of $2,400 a year around the present stock price
assembly area, and a supervised nessee
Valley Authority, Golden plus the payment of tuition and levels. "In general a cautious
recreational program during the Pond,
fees.
and selective investment strateKentucky 42231.
Grand funds provide for the gy is advised," it adds.
preparation
of
graduate
registered nurses for beginning "The brash bull market is
staff level positions in public now in the process of turning
healt nursing by enabling them mushy," according to the Dines
to complete a baccalaureate Letter. The investment adviser
program or to remove a feels there has been "too much
deficiency in public health talks about bull markets" and
nursing if they hold degrees from says what might be needed is
programs which did not include "a short-term shakeout to
such training.
frighten the arrogant back into
She expects a refunding of silence." However, Dines says,
the program for the following two the long-term picture remains
fiscal years of 1972-73 and 1973-74. "rampantly bullish."
Grant money is handled by the
Murray
State
University
Many indicators continue to
Foundation.
push slowly ahead, E. F.
Noting the stated purpose of the Hutton & Co. says. The
program is "to increase the company says volume indicanation's resources in qualified tions have been "positive" with
public health manpower," Miss heavy trading in strong issues.
Cole said there is no special "On balance buying seems te
preparation for public health be more aggressive than the
nursing except in baccalaureate selling and) we see no reason
nursing programs.
to depart from a constructive
"The majority of public health market approach," Hutton
nurses throughout Kentucky says.
have not had formal education in
public health nursing," she
Leading Truck Cities •
continued, "so this program
WASHINGTON — The
provides an opportunity for
largest city trucking center
graduate nurses to have some
in the U.S. is Chicago, which
financial support to finish their
is home for 118- carriers:
education."
New York ranks a close sec- •
--?fillE ISN'T A SHOE-IN—Robert Barter (right), 23, who
Only
registered
nurses
ond with 112 carriers, and,
,
,.'stands more than 6'6", talks with his father. Ernest, a
engaged in public health nursing
Los Angeles k third with 99.
-: 6-footer, in Tennant, Calif., after accepting a dischargare eligible for the traineeships
*
• from the Army because his feet are too big Army cornfor a 12-month period.
bat boots only go as Viigiheali 14,Th hnd he needs size 17
Murray State is one of only four
schools 'in .Kehtticky offering a
baccalaureate degree in nursing.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

IIRAY, KENTUCKY

c':

AT AN UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE!

CC

NOW OPEN.
TO HELP YOU SELECT JUST THE TREES, SHRUBS
AND PLANTS YOU NEED

S.
isC

n all

dUse
'0 2- Door

:00''

Dogwoods And Landscaped Sized Plants
•Are. Our Specialty
We Have All Kinds of ....

CC

4AXUS w DWARF HOWES w DOGYItIODS
4LOWERING TREES w FLOWERING SHRUBS

GREEN THUMB NURSERY
94.EST

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

EinffeNgintIMNNwme 2-- 2= 2,2,1r
•-r

C,')

•
Cis

100 per cent Cotton, 10 oz. Denims
Machine Washable, No ironing
All the Wanted Sportswear Colors
42 to 46" wide, finest quality
Save 81.41 on every yard

9.
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i!
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ttUBBLY BURST, HE SUES
SPOKANE, Wash. ( UPI)—A
Spokane man filed a 2150,000
damage suit Wednesday, claiming he suffered permanent
Injury when hit in the eye by a
cork from a champagne bottle.
David Mason's suit said the
stopper released prematurely
as he was removing the wire

mesh around it and hit him in
the eye. Named as defendants
were Gold Seal Vineyards Inc.,
Sparkletop
_and the state
of Washington.
The engagement ring still is
worn on the fourth finger because it once was believed that
the "vein of love" ran from
this finger directly to the hart.

NEW YORK 11.44) — The
large majority of first marriages
take place in a religious cere-

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
In music,
high
Young sheep
Malay canoe
Expire
Sandarec
tree
Hindu Queen
Lair
Weather
instrument
Projecting
teeth
Proceeds
Compass point
Pronoun
Doctrines
Skill
Pale
Simpleton
A continent
(abbr
Fondle
Exist
Conjunction
Name
Expire
Greek letter
Arrow poison
Gave food to
Indefinite
article
Touch along
a border
Omens
Declaration
River island
Rate of
movement
Unbleached
African
antelope
Matured
Pierce
Evening (poet.)

EASTERTIME PARADE OF PILGRIMS ALONG THE WAY OF THE CROSS IN JERUSALEM

3 Occupant
Experimental
rooms(coital)
Macaw
Edge
Scion,
Occupy chair
of authority
Rodent
Number
Ventilate
Pronoun
Earth goddess
Chapeau
Spanish tor
Majorrty
Portico
One opposed
Downpour
Tiny
Anger
Folded
Succor

mony. Among these brides,
practically all formal weddings
are religious ceremonies. The
majority of informal weddings
are religious ceremonies.

00030 MOM
000130D UMMOOM
MOMO ODOM MO
amn =ODD MMIN
00 010100 MOB
OCIDOMMO 00000
IMMO 00130
DOOM MRMORNM
IMMO MOM RD
amig mmmun mem
MO 000140 MOBO
030000 000030
0011110 =DOD
S mbot for
tellurium
DISCOVer

action of
Connect
Smokes
Three-toed
sloth
Exist

Blunt end
Baseball team
Stupefy
Resort
Label
High card
Neer. Deal
agency (init.)

will help just one person, I will
these things? I don't know- I pray
feel like my mother's teachings
he won't. But he will know one
were not in vain.
thing for sure. He didn't learn to
Sincerely
do them from his parents nor his
Mrs. George Rhe.
grandparents.
Dear Editor
Where will he learn them? Oh, I don't lay any claims to being
Since I've heard of the local from various places, perhaps. brilliant or smart. I don't have
option election I've had very But please, dear Murray friends, very much education. The most I
strong feelings about it. But I've don't open the door to saloon-the do have is "Mother's Wit". But
played the part of a "caspar corner bar to him. You are your the local option election that is
By RUTH HYDE
milquestoast" and not spoken out brother's keeper! The Good Book coming up has caused me a few
Written Especially for Central Press
' except to intimates who, I was says so. It says not to cause your sleepless nights. I know the first
THE RESURRECTION of Jesus was entirely different
certain, agreed with me. I ez- brother to stumble.
than that of Lazarus. He was both real and unreal; He
Your reason for legalizing whiskey is
passed through locked doors and wails; Mary Magdalene
cused myself by saying that I brother-my child.
Just a the revenue it will bring in. I
ordered
to.
could not touch Him, but Thomas Didyrnus was
could not write a coherent, mother's emotions? Yes! Just agree, that we can use the
He rose from the tomb to walk and talk with those who
letter, that it would do wanting her child to do right? money, for I don't think I ever
convincing
amazement.
knew Him best, and they regarded Him with
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
not good, tha the "wet" are too Yes! Just asking you to help me? saw a person,town, county, state
They did not understand what was happening, but they beBaby Girl Armstrong (Mrs.
strong,
and
that
my
opinions
are
will
lieved and gave witness to their belief.
or nation that didn't need more Glenda Ruth
Yes' Won't you? You
Armstrong), at, 7,
HAPPINESS...
based upon emotions.
On one occasion. disciples on the road to Emmaus were
never regret Keeping legalized money. But will the revenue Murray,
Baby Girl Reed (Mrs
joined by a stranger with whom they discussed the recent
Tonight I read, with ad- beer and whiskey out of Murray. taken in pay for the heart aches
IS LETTING
_sad events which had taken place in Jerusalem. When evemiration, a letter from Mr. Er- It is so much easier to preven and sorrow that will be the our Bonita Jewell Reed), at, 4
ning came, they invited the stranger to dine with them, as
win. More power to him for his than to cure. We live in tilt come of it? Who do you want to Benton.
is the custom in the Middle East. Only when He broke the
honesty and courage.
It country on a farm. We can't voU drink the whiskey after it is
bread and blessed it did they recognize Him.
DO YOUR
prompted me to write.
on this issue. We're counting or legalized? Wives, do you want
On another occasion, He appeared to ten of His disciples—
I dare anyone who favors the you, the good citizens of the city your husbands to drink it? I don't
Thomas was not present—who recognized Him only after
passage of this law to list in black to speak for its. Exercise yaw want mine to. Do you want your
seeing His wounds. Jesus appeared to them again eight days
Miss Linda Burline Jones, 2o1
later, but Thomas refused to believe until he had actually
and white, for all to ses and read, vote! Keep our little city clean son to drink it? I don't have a son,
A.
touched Jesus' wounds.
all the good things that will moral and dry. Let's train ow but I have a son-in-law, and I Pine, Murray, Larry
Reynolds, Rt. 4 Box 224, Mt,
At another time, Peter and other disciples had fished
result.
Then I challenge
they
should
the
way
children
in
don't
want
him
drinking
it.
It
unsuccessfully all night. When a stranger appeared on the
someone, who has lived a town go. Go vote against Satan and his seems it would be the most heart Juliet, Tenn., Don Wayne Peters,
shore and bade them drop their nets once more, they did
6138 Compton, Indianapolis, Ind.,
where liquor is legal, to place temptation.
breaking thing of all to have one Neil Jay Hall, 5308 N.
so and caught vast numbers of fish. Then they recognized
Winthrop,
side
by
side
another list showing
of them coming home smelling
the stranger as Jesus and, according to tradition, prepared
Indianapolis, Ind., Randall
the evil results. Does anyone
their meal from the fish.
like whiskey, staggering as they Logan
Jackson, 559 W. Drive,
On a mountain in Galilee Jesus appeared to more than
doubt which will be the longer
walk and coloring the air with Woodriff
Place, Indianapolis
We offer convenience,
5041 persons at once. In all, He appeared ten times to varyist? I do not.
dirty language. Do you want your Mrs.
Mamie Bryan Hall, 301 S.
ing numbers of people in the 40 days between His Resurrecquickeviervice, courtesy,
I am a mother- not a perfect
daughter's
boy
it,
drink
friend
to
15th, Murray, Mrs. Sandra Jonsi
tion and the Ascension. And the people who saw Him were
guaranteed accuracy, and
one, but a loving,. working
then get your daughter in the car
not dreamers. They were simple, sober individuals who came
Jackson, Box 186, Grand Rivers,
low cost. That combinapraying
one.
I
don't
want
my
son
and
get
on the highways? It takes Mrs. Marylin
to realize and believe in His Resurrection and gave witness
tion hos mad* millions of
Sue Liddle, 1606
HOUSTON, Tex. (UPI) -- a
to
do
anything
that
will
harm
him
clear head and quick reflexes to
to it.
BLOCK Ylients ltoPPY1 We
Miller Ave., Murray, Leonard
or others. I do not leave,poison M.though there hasn't been ant drive safely on the
For the last time on earth. Jesus gathered His disciples
highway. Do Ray Barrow, Rt. 1, Puryear,
wont to make you happy
great
rush
of
customers,
chasday
the
where he can reach it. I do not
about Him on the top of the Mount of Olives on
you want your grocer to drink it?
Come ;n today.
too'
belts
are
tity
for
sale
at
HousTenn.,
Mrs.
Robbie
Berline
Bucy,
give him a cigarette- or LSD. I do
of His Ascension. There He charged them to go and preach
GUARANTII
ton's unique Weatherby lirnis If there is anything that would Rt. 5 Box 2384, Murray, Master
the gospel message and promised to be with them alwaya.
riot curse nor smoke or drink. My
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tea return. If
Museum. The items are among turn a person away from a store, Kenneth Dale Bazzell, Rt. 1
Then He lifted His hands to bless them and while He blessed
any errors that COO you any panels, or interest,
reason?-I'm trying to live a
we,
mak•
the offerings at a souvenir ..hop it would be for the manager to be Kirksey, Mrs. Christine Jewell
them He parted from them, visibly rising heavenward until
in• will pay tAe penally or intoratt.
Christian life and rear my son to for
visitors who tour the castle- staggering about the store with a Shaw, 162k'2 Farmer Ave.,
He became hidden and lost in the clouds.
citizen
be
a
good
and
a
good
loud dirty mouth, and being fresh Murray, Ellis
THE END
like structure.
Ross Paschall, Rt.
Will he do any of
Christian.
with the ladies. Do you want your
4, Murray. Mrs. Paula June
Pastor to drink it? I think if you
Duncan and Baby Girl, 707
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
should meet your pastor reeling Fairlane,
Murray, Mrs. Floy
I'VE FALLEN IN LOVE WITH
down the street, his sermon the Caldwell, Rt. 3,
Murray, Edward
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
qOU'RE WRITiN6
MI55 HELEN 5WEET5T6R4
next Sunday wouldn't sink very Brown Ross,
A LETTER 11
Rt. 1, Kirksey,
want
Do
you
your
deep.
doctor to Emerson Cooper From
81155 HELEN
Phone 753-9204
Cony.
51JEET51DRY
drink it? I don't. When I or one of Div..
my loved ones need a doctor, I
want him to have a clear mind
and not muddled with drink. Then
do I want my neighbors_ to drink
it? Do I have a moral right to cast
a vote for legalized whiskey, if it
will affect them? I don't think
any one intends to become a
drunkard when they take their
OH OH
I BROKE
first drink, but my Bible says
THE VASE AUNT FRITZ1
"No Druntard Can Enter The
WON AT THE BAZAAR
Kingdom of God ( 1st Cor.4
LAST
9&101. If my neighbor's husband
onday, Tuesday, Wednesday, April 12, April 12, April 14
NIGHTY—NC—
or son does drink to excess, and
by my vote I have helped to make
it easy for him to obtain it, then I
have the blot on my conscience
that I helped send his soul to hell.
Could you rest at night with that
load on your mind. I don't think I
could.
' The next excuse for legalizing
:whiskey is that it is sold a
.'drunk in Murray anywhere
I
that is against the law. True! But
robbery is against the law too,
I D DON'T
and in every paper you pick up
SuPPOsE YOU'vE
TAR _HAD 0:4E OF
some one's car has been broken
THOSE DAYS .•
into, or a home or business.
Should we legalize robbery just
because they do it in spite of the
law? It is also against the law to
kill, yet the papers are full of
murders. Should killing be
. legalized, just because it is done
,in spite of the law? As one of my
friends said to me one day,
'whiskey is alright in its place,
but its place is hell." So lets try to
keep it there. I am reading a
tloem that was in my Mother's
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
)iible since I can remember. It
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra
was a tract, I guess, anyway, the
44 ME NO
Sankikri)icture at the top was of an old
Ch..iVSTIOsiS
AN Al LL
o0ASP.'- DIP "10' .),F'4(.3 A
tmey steam locomotive and a
'
NEEDLE AN'THREAW NIAi)
1Et_t_`/O'r40
HOUR
,assenger car. The imps of Saten
•
WNILIT
PANITS "...FEST
LIES!!
Nere putting a big gang of people
PUT IN TIA.F0,
. bus
r
„sr.
BRisiG5
DRY
' n the train. All the people were
"
PAPjrhained together and the devil
,
•
Orr
on hangers with any
Z.. himself was in the engineer's
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
called
"The
Hell
poem
is
dr.wcaning order,
t ab. The
Round Train." Read it a time or
two to get the picture firmly in
Your mind. Then when the time
WINDOW
cf)mes to vote, put your X where
Open
Daly
from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
),-itir- better judgement tells you.
It
had
my
say.
If
have
There, I
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these brides,
ormal weddings
ceremonies. The
formal weddings
remonies.

get the job done

Yesterday's Puzzle

FOR SAI.E

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

N(YrICE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

NOTICE

TRUCK DRIVERS
"If Its Location"
CLEAN CARPETS the save and BREAKFAST SET with 4 chairs,
(Straight or Semi) "
You
want,
call
to
see
this
comRent
Blue
Lustre.
with
way
safe
excellent condition. 753-1288.Al2C
3
fortable
brick
bedroom,
veneer.
$1.
Big
electric shampooer
Experience helpful but not
Carpeted living room, electric
AlOC
K.
14' CHEROKEE aluminum heat, nice corner lot
necessary. Can earn extremely
located close
high pay after short training, for
fishing boat and trallor, 18 h.p. to University. $17,500.00.
SPECIAL SALE: Toy Pekingese Evinrude motor Phone 435-5842
local and over-the-road hauling.
and Toy Poodle Puppies. Phone after 5:00 p.m.
Al2C
Ready For A Surprise?
Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
Al2C
753-4469 after 7:00 p.m.
Then inspect this sparkling 3
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
BOY'S SUITS 3-6. Girls clothing, bedroom, brick veneer, with
N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
A14C
or call 606-299-6912.
WOMWS size 10. Clamp-on central heat and air, also 2 tile
4-5.
PRICE MOBILE
baths, kitchen and den comboat seats,T. V.$35.00. 753HOME CENTER
PART-TIME safety consultant
Al2C bination, living room, carpets,
6731.
experience
No
needed.
storm doors and windows, and
Homes from $2,9135°'
to $80.00
Earn
$50.00
sell
to
necessary.
Priced
yard.
back
fenced
1,650
1970 YAMAHA, 200 cs3c.
Low as 99556 Down
and up weekly showing a 15
at $24,500.00.
miles. Phone 753-6667 after 5:00
minute film twice an evening.
Suddenly Available
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
Al2P
' p.m.
AlOC
753-6759.
Phone
Murray, Ky. Next to
Here is the -like new" home you
Holiday Inn
Y.
IMMEDIATEL
into
move
can
DEPENDABLE WORKER for
9x12 RUG AND Frigidaire stove.
Only 4 years old and pampered. 3
Ask about our rental
wheel alignment business. ExIn good condition. Phone 753paneled
ITC large bedrooms, 2 baths,
perience preferred, but not
*chase plait, op to 10 yr 7840.
family room with fireplace, fully.
necessary. Phone 753-4487 after
%Ranee.
equipped kitchen, central heat
for
AlOC
Ready
sale.
five p.m.
FOR
CALVES
12
car
2
and
and air, fully carpeted
pasture. Phone Barney Herndon,
SPRING'S THE time to get a new
UFFY SOFT and bright are Tri City,382-2489.
Al3P carport. $29,900.00.
Nh. 753-4542
yiK y.
Murray
102 N. 5th
Yesteryear
lease on life. Get out of the house,
cleaned with Blue Lustre.
to
close
located
An older home
meet new people, earn money,
R nt electric shampooer $1.
University. Stucco exterior,
win prizes, have fun-as an Avon
Wstern Auto, "Home of The
BANJO'S PIANO'S, &
central heat, drapes, storm doors
Representative. Turn extra hours
AlOC
Whing Well."
GUITAR'S on Sale
and windows and refrigerator.
Mrs. Edna Starks Knight
Into extra cash. Want to know Commonwealth of Kentucky
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
home
bath
2
bedroom
5
This
more? Call collect after 7:00 p.m.
Dixieland Shopping
Department of Highways
RMAI.S, FOUR long, one
would be an excellent buy for the
365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet
Center
Notice to Contractors
is
Knight
now
with
Starks
associated
rt, size 9. Also Pennyrich
Mrs. Edna
family that needs more room.
Kunick, Route 2, Box 136A,
and lingerie. Pennyrich
1TC Sealed bids will be received by
Princeton, Ky.
and working for Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
Up For Adoption
cohsultant, Janie Rose,767PENTA TREATED Lumber. large fireplace in the den of this
Department of Highways, at
A
AlOC
41.70.
She has been a licensed Realtor for three years. LADY WANTED to do light house The
Resistant to rot and termites.
ts office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
home is the center of fine family
any
and
Ideal for boat docks
work and stay with 6 and 13 year til 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard
SAWDUST HORSE fertilizer. weather exposed uses. Murray living. Newly decorated with new
old girls four or five days weekly.
of
e on the 23rd day of April ,
the
a great buy in
daughter
is
this
make
Mrs.
Knight
carpets
Good for gardens, flowers or
Lumber Co., Maple Street, home for only $25,500.00. This
If interested call Linda Emerson 1971, at which time bids will be
a
AlOC
yards. Phone 753-1348.
ITC
Al2C iiublicly opened and read for the
753-1275.
Murray,Ky.
colonial offers 3 bedrooms, 2
Mr. & Mrs. Urban Starks and is married to
improvement of:
and air, many
heat
central
baths,
machine,
USED SEWING
ANTIQUE 8-DAY striking clocks.
electric, Kenmore. Attachments, See Clifton Paschall off Murray- built-in appliances, 2 car carport,
Newell Sam Knight. They have three children,
RS GROUP 98 (1971)
paved drive and large corner lot.
button-holer, cabinet. Good
Lynn Grove Highway, mile north Call 753-4342.
and
Jerry,
Donna.
Sammy,
condition. Days, 762-2795 or 7531TP
of Hutchin's Garage..
AlOP
8457 after 3:30 p.m.
18-328-The
• ORDINANCE NUMBER 5374 Calloway Co- RSfrom
Why April Fool Around?
Ky 1550
Irving Road
ORDINANCE[Squire
AN
to call her at
BEING
you
invites
Edna
ChinChilla from See this 3 bedroom brick veneer
OF
HERDS
Road, a
Baker
Ellis
the
to
FOUR ROW John Deere drill in
G
FIXING AND DETERMININ
2
/
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy today. Central heat and air, 11
1.550 miles.
distance of
good condition. Phone 492PRICES FOR CERTIFICATES
Donald R. Tucker's office, located
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish baths, drapes and garbage
Bituminous Concrete Surface
AlOC
8237.
IN
LOTS
BURIAL
USE
TO
OF
to
close
Located
aquariums,
disposal.
Setters, birds. 12
I.
at 502 Maple, or phone Edna,
MURRAY Class
CITY
OF
complete with fish, (cheap). Robertson school. Priced in the
Calloway Co., RS 18-333-The
1968 STARCRAFT hardtop tent
CEMETERY IN SECTIONS,IN
Apri122( low 20's.
Phone 753-1862.
Cain ( Almo-Kirksey ) Road (Ky
7534342.
camping trailer, sleeps eight;
ANDO AND ANY SECTIONS OR
The Everything House
464) from Ky 783 to the Cain
two dinettes, sink, ice box, gas
R
HEREAFTE
truly
ADDITIONS
2 bath
/
This 4 bedroom, 21
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Road, a distance of 1.200 miles.
stove, furnace built-in; new spare
PLATTED IN CITY OF
does have everything. Family
Bituminous Concrete Surface
RENT
OR
SALE
FOR
Exincluded.
tank
tire and gas
CEMETERY;
MURRAY
room with fire-place, living REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Class I.
cellent condition. $1700 original WOULD LIKE to trade or sell 83 room, dining room, breakfast
DEFINING CERTAIN TERMS
Calloway Co., RS 18-488--The
FARMS
or Rent: Restaurant
2 miles East of
/
SALE
FOR
price, will sell $1000. Phone 753- acre farm, 71
FIXING
USED HEWN; AND
room and 2 car garage. Lots of Small Acreage with nice house,
Road from the Coles
and
Road,
Carlton
Cobb
903
Street.
Depot
at
Irvin
bedding
on
Mtirray
AlOC
9781,
THE 'MINIMUM'NUMBER OF
storage, fully equipped kitchen. approximately 18 acres with a 1 14
Road to the Spring Creek
A13P
Camp
753-74E2.
*but 3 or 4 miles from Kentucky
Phone
GRAVES FOR WHICH A
.Located in new high school area.
Road, a distance of 1.000 mile.
story 3 bedroom frame home.
CUB TRACTOR. Side mount Lake. The farm is bordered on
FOR LEASE
CERTIFICATE OF USE MAY Bituminous Concrete Surface
Yourself
Sell
And
See
Carpet, fire-place and garage 8
mower, grader blade, plow, the North by a creek. Another
BE ISSUED.
Class I.
cultivators, harrows. Phone 753- creek crosses the farm North and Large brick home in New High D.F. tobacco, tobacco barn, stock .76 AIR CURED tobacco base.
Calloway Co., RS 18-703-The
A20C South. There is an excellent School area. Living room, dining barn, partly fenced.
4:00
3970.
after
Phone 753-5965
THE
BY
ORDAINED
-IT
BE
building site with a good well and room, family room with fire- 26 Acres, located 3.8 miles West p.m.
Al2P COMMON COUNCIL OF THE Coles Camp Ground Road from
the P. Lassiter Road to the
everlasting spring. Will sell farm place, large modern kitchen with of city limits. This farm is fenced,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENSERVICES OFFERED
Carlton Road, a distance of 0.600
for $185.00 an acre or will trade dishwasher, disposal, lots of has a barn and a excellent well.
WARDS 14 HP
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TOmile. Bituminous Concrete
for property in Murray. Phone cabinets and pantry. Four car- Great investment property.
VARIBLE SPEED
WIT:
2 baths,-One of the 100 acre farms on the FURNITURE REFINISHING.
/
A 14C peted bedrooms, 21
Surface Class I.
753-4953.
central heat and air.
Calloway Co., RS 18-813--The,
West side, located only 3 miles All work guaranteed. Free
Free SECTION I: From and after Cole Road (Ky 4641 from the
South of Lynn Grove. This farm is pickup and delivery.
Ponies And Children
Antique /A' natural the date of the final adoption of Almo-Kirksey Road to the Fint
FOR RENT
2 acre fenced lot. fenced, has 2 tobacco barns and is estimate.
/
Will love this 11
this Ordinance, Certificates of
McCoy,753Your Choice of
Jerry
finish.
School Road, a distance of 0.320
3 bedroom with aluminum siding, in a high state of productivity.
Permissive Use of burial lots in
5C
May
3045.
42" or 4a" Cut
ONE BEDROOM house, to older 2 car garage, beautiful hardwood
mile. Bituminous Concrete
Rare Earth
Sections, N and0and any section
couple willing to take care of floors. Priced at $22,000.00.
Surface Class I.
Perfectly located lot that is zoned
in
platted
alterauons
hereafter
addition
home
or
FOR ALL your
yard and do garden work. Phone
Calloway, Co., RS 18-853-The
for four apartments. We believe
Coentry Living
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or City of Murray Cemetery shall be Almo-Kirksey (Ky 464) Road
753-1274 between Sand 7
In this 3 bedroom on large lot, 4 this is the only one in Murray that
753and are hereby priced as follows,
AlOC miles east of Murray on Hwy. 121. meets all zoning requirements!! old. Free estimates.Call
p.m.
from the Cain Road to the
510 Main 753-196
May 6C to-wit:
E123.
Hopkins Short Road,a distance of
Electric heat, city water, and One duplex lot, city school •
of
City
(a)Non-residents of the
1.980 miles. Bituminous Concrete
city
no
city
utilities,
all
district,
call
us
Just
so
listed,
garage.
apartMOBILE HOME Transporters. Murray shall be charged Two Surface Class I.
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12X64. TWO BEDROOM duplex
CHILE GO-AHEAD - Saltaxes.
right
at
Priced
today.
$
$13,000.00.
112'X200'.
000-0
,
4
0.
ment. Central heat and air,
Local and Nationwide. Insured Hundred Dollars ($200.00) for
Good condition. Phone 489Bid proposals for all projects vadore Allende, South
Many choice single family home
The
Out
Worry
Take
completely
bath,
to
Use
tile
Transi
ceramic
Permissive
TFC
bonded, safe, reliable.
Certificate of
2156.
will be available until 12:00 America's first freely electcarpeted. Stove and refrigerator Of being close. 3 bedroom, brick lots. Practically any size desired. Homes. New Concord. Phone 436- each grave.
EASTERN STANDARD ed Marxist president, tells
NOON
on
located
veneer,
Stella-Kirksey
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 502 12c43N6-55
furnished. $130.00 per month.
A 0C (b) Residents of the City of
97
w1
the day preceding the newsmen (top) in Santion
TIME
50 FT. "CARRI-Craft" house
A14C Road.Carpets, dishwasher, built- Maple Street, Mw-ray, Kentucky.
Phone 753-7850.
Murray shall be charged One
ago. Chile, that the election
boat hull. Twin Mercruiser 150's.
in range and oven, family room Office phone, 753-4342. Home RESPONSIBLE BOY will mow Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for bid opening at the Division of
at a cost is a go - ahead signal for
Procurement
Contrail
Power shift and steering. Mount
and
with
large
lot.
fire-plow
Phone 753-5020. Edna Starks yards on South s:de of town Certificate of Permissive Use to
office in office
of $2 each. Bid proposals are massive nationalization or
house trader and have year TWO ROOM
Knight, Salesman; Home phone Phone Steve Meadows, 753South 5th Street, 1st
each grave.
Tired Of Renting?
issued only to prequalified industry and land reform.
round lake home. Ideal for building on
A 10C
753-5595 Then call us on this cozy 2 753-4910.
or
kirted Gloria
753-5000
Phone
A13NC
floor.
3376.
247contractors. Remittance payable Lower, maxi-s
student quarters. Mayfield,
AlOC bedroom frame in a good neighSECTION II: Non-residents of to the State Treasurer of Ken- ,Leon, 18. caste her vote in .7.
nights.
E878 after 6:00 p.m.or weekendborhood. The inside is in ex- ONE ACRE Lot with shade trees, ATTENTION HOME owners: Le the City of Murray who own real tucky must accompany request -* Santiago as youths 18 to 20
AlOP
years old are eligible to
condition, outside paint 5 peach trees, garden, well with us completely cover your home estate within-the City of Murray for proposals.
cellent
Road,
Industrial
BUILDING ON
it, natural gas. On High- with Reynolds weather tigh and pay taxes thereon to the City
in
pump
---Orote for the first time.
needed.
-10C
A3
or will rent any part of it.
A-1 EXTRA nice Red Belly ford. 80X150
way 641, near Thweatt's Service aluminum siding. Also we do of Murray shall be considered as
Busy
Line
If
Phone 753-5000 or 753-5595
4-speed tractor, plow, disc,
Phone 753-8469 after 3:30 soffitt and overhangs on brick residents of the City of Murray
AlOC Keep Trying. Every one will be Station.
MOP Storm windows & doors, shutters within the meaning of this
cultivator. Can be seen on Cqtry nights.
p.m.
calling ft) find out about this 3
cord Highway at John F.
and carports Free estimates. dinance.
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlsiwn.
. NOTICE
Taylor's. Phone 753-5109. AlIP LARGE TWO bedroom thipkx Price reduced for quick sale.
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser
apartment, ftirnished or unvice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or SECTION 111:-No person shall.
87,300.00
furnished. Also one bedroom
M14C be permitted to purchase a
lot,
and
Sedalia
house
328-8398
this
buy
Will
those
good
buy
to
THE PLACE
Al2C
trailer. Phone 489-2595This
Certificate of Permissive Use to
Street.
103
at
Spruce
located
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning burial lots in Sections, N and 0
2 bedroom frame is available for
NOTICE
ig sale, just low prices every
compressors..Rebuilt, $40 each. and any new additions in City,of
immediate occupancy.
ay. Rowland Refrigeration
GM,Ford,Chrysler, R. C. Evans, _Murray Cemetery for less than
les and Service, 110 South 12th ELECFROLUX SALES & SerBetter Than The Book!
May IP two (2) graves, except where
Route 3, Murray.
May6C vice. Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
reet.
Duplex Apartments are a great
single graves remain in a lot.
FarSanders, phone 382-2468,
investment, buy this one for an
SALE
FOR
AUTOS
Aprill2( excellent return on your money. 2
ULLY CUSTOMIZED is70 mington, Kentucky.
SECTION IV: All ordinances or
iumph. Sharp!!! Phone 753bedroom each side. Close to
1969
FURY III with power portions of ordinances of City of
TERMITE
N
HUNTINGDO
MOP
shopping center. Only $19,000.00.
21 after 4:00p.m.
steering, factor), air, reasonably Murray in conflict herewith, to
local
our
Call
Control.
401 Maple St.
753-3642
Add $150.00 A Month
Piced. Phone Calvert-tity, Ky. the extent of such conflict and to
representative, day or night, for To your income and keep your
AlOC sudi extent only, are hereby
BEDS with single need
395-4662.
Keys
Keel,
Mrs.
estimate.
free
wife content. Well located duplex,
, matching double dresser, 753-4872.
repealed.
Al3C
only 1 year old. Live in one side
ght stand color modern grey,
1987 LASABRE Buick. Phone 753LOST &FOUND
to
inbedrooms
3
other.
the
mattress
rent
and
x springs and
A13C SECTION V: This ordinshee
4518Mter 5:00p.m.
A izq tt()AT ANT) Mobile Home in- each unit, central heat and air, LOST: PART CHIHUAHUA and
luded 753-9421.
shall take effect from and after
broad
rates,
Low
surance
and utility room in each unit. part Dachshund female dog
by
1988 CAMARO SS 350. Excellent the date of Its final adoption
coverage, excellent Claim ser; Priced reasonable for excellent
of the City
Answers to narv of Taffy, brown
755.8394. Al3P the Connnon Council
Phone
condition.
HORSES
vice Check with us before you investment.
and white. If found please call
of Murray, Kentucky.
buy
New location. Load of
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 502 753-9269
TFNC
FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
BUY
TO
WANTED
horses from Oklahoma. 12 Galloway Insurance ea Real Maple Street, Murray, Kfttucky.
'READING ON THE 8TH DAY
Estate Agency
quarterhorses, mares, colts,
Office phone, 753-4342. Home
used OF APRIL, 1971.
2!:.• WANTED -GOOD
gelvings, 20-grade horses, 3 Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C Phone 753-5020. Edna Starks GERMAN SHEPHCRD,
- Write COMMON COUNCIL,CTTY OF
machine.
black,
mimeograph
and
silver
month
female,
finanyears to pay, Bank
Knight, Salesman; Home phone Jost in vicinity of Story's. Reward Frank Gonzales, Box 305, Calvert MURRAY,KENTUCKY
cing Horses for any oc753-4910.
AIOC offered. Phone 753-2250.
A13P
BY HOLMES ELLI
RENT
OR
MOC Cfty, Ky.,42029.
SALE
FOR
cession. New and used
CITY OF MURRAY,
MAYOR,
Horse
B
equipment. Circle
TWO BEDROOM House with air- FRAME HOUSE on South 11th,;LOST: COLLIE, three years old, WANT TO BUY; logs and KENTUCKY
Ranch Alternate 69 Paris,
. Answers Standing timber. Also have for ATTEST:,
NATIVES ALSO LEAVING •EAST PAKISTAN Not trtly
Les,
see
conditioner and garage attached fenced in back yard, garage, male, sable and w
and
Stop
Tenn
'ANDRUSSTARFORD
sawdust.
and
Memlumber
;ale'
to
are leaving embattled East Pakistan, but
name
air
heat,
conditioner,
Joe.
electric
Wring
fo'reignerS
of,
May
Available
rent
or
Standing
sale
For
Butch. and Eddie.
OF MURRAY,
natives as well, as attested by this photo uf East Pak1st. Days, phone 753-2573, nights carpet, drapes. Price reduced to phis tags. Pho e 753-9281 N1 urray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. CLERK, CITY
at Stud. Double Grandson of
'IC KENTUCKY.
1TC
- i.-);Itlicrossing ii bomb',', bridge in)', India
Al2C reward.
A101' Phone/53-4117.
MOP 111.500. Phone 753-4448..
phone 753-1628
Leo.

SPRING CLEANING

44
45
46
47
441
49
50

gluntend
Baukballteam
SWpet,
Resort
Label
Herticard
NewDeal
agency (ent)

FRESHEN UP YOUR DRAPES
With Our Expert Dry Cleaning
Service.

Take Advantage Of Our Fine Storage
And Our FREE Mothproofing Services

FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY
We Also Do *iterations

JONES CLEANERS

Legal Notice

City
Ordinance

GARDEN
TRACTOR

1087
Montgomery Ward

NWT
UP
Hughes Point
Store

-
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Ides Held Today
For Mrs. Ovie Tune

Northwest Is
Expecting A
Weather Change

Funeral services for Mrs. Ovie
Pitman Tune wW be held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
H. C. Chiles officiationg.
By United Press International
Burial will be in the Murray The winds o change were
Cemetery with the arrangements lowing across the Northeast
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral and the Northwest today,
Home where friends may call. sending Friday's fine spring
Mrs. Tune, age 79, died weather into the wings and
Thursday morning
at the setting the stage for a windy,
Western
State
Hospital, stormy day.
Hopkinsville. She was the wife of A Pacific storm was active in
the late Joe Tune and the the Northwest, bringing widedaughter of the late B. H. and spread rai and moderate winds
Louisa Malone Pitman. She was a to an area from the Pacific
member of the First Baptist Northwest to Western Montana,
Church.
Central California and the
Survivors are one daughter, Great Basin.
Mrs. Peggy Tune Austin of Travelers' warnings were
Madison, Tenn.; two sons, Myles posted for the Sierra Nevadas
Thomas Tune of Madison, Tenn., in northern California for
and Joe Wayne Tune of Atlanta, locally heavy rain or snow and
Ga.; one sister, Mrs. Owe Bailey strong, gusty winds.
of Murray; seven grandchildren; Locally strong, gusty winds
several nieces and nephews
were reported i the Great Basin
and gusts of up to 50 miles an SUING J. EDGAR — These
hour were reported at Reno, two young ladies, Christine
Hoomes, 18, Woodbridge,
Nev. •
Va., and (lower) Linda
was
watch
wind
high
A
21, Biloxi, Miss.,
Janca,
and
posted for western Utah
look a bit glum at the Nastrong, gusty winds were also
tional Peace Action Coaliexpected in eastern Washing- tion headquarters in Washton.
Senator Marlow W. Cook (R- A cold front in the Northeast ington, where they said
Ky has announced that he was was setting off pfecipitation they will sue_IBI Director
because
extremely pleased with the from eastern Ohio and Pennsyl- J. Edgar Hoover
they were forced to resign
Commerce Committee hearing vania to New England.
their FBI clerical jobs for
on his amendment to the Uniform Rath and showers were the working evenings at the
Time Act on 1966. This amend- rule in eastern Pennsylvania coalition. The coalition is
ment would shorten the period and New York while some rain organizing a mass march
which Daylight Savings Time is mixed with snow was occurring on Washington, April 24.
in use from Memorial Day to in the western portions of those
Labor Day.
two states and in northeasterr
"I feel that we established a Ohio.
very good record as to the great Elsewhere in the nation
importance of this change. The spring continued to star as fair
witnesses from school and farm weather continued.
organizations were very effective Early morning temperatures
in explaining the hardships which ranged from 24 at Marquette, NEW YORK '(UPI)—"The
Daylight Savings Time Creates Mich., to 71 at both Needles, market continues to behave in
a perplexing manner, confusing
during the gyring and falL. Calif., and Phoenix, Ariz.
Orofessionals and
novices
months."
alike," according to Harris,
- Cook also said that he has sent
Upham & Co. However, the
a letter to each member of the GRAY NAMED COACH
Commerce Committee KENT, Ohio ( UPI(—Ron company says "exceptional"
reiterating the need for the Gray, former All America and strenghth is being demonstratshortened period, and urging Big Eight wrestling champ at ed in some secondary issues
Iowa state, Friday was named and if it continues it might
their support for the change.
The amendment will now be head wrestling coach at Kent "stimulate" another general
considered in executive session, State University, succeeding upswing. But the company
concludes "at the present time
and it will then be decided Joe Begala.
whether to report the bill good chance for passage of the the investor should remain
cautious and leave the field to
favorably to the floor. It.
bill if it reaches the Floor."
"There seems to be growing Cook also mentioned that he the nimble trader."
support for this change," Cook lhas gotten several additional coWright Investors' Services
said, "and I feel there will be a sponsors for bis bill.
believes that the likelihood of
and intermediate setback on
the stock market is now
"growing.— But the company
at
believes that any decline will be
moderated. The firm also
4.446.4
believes it will be "followed by
an advance to new recovery
highs this summer."

Cook Pleased
With Daylight
Time Hearings

Wall Street
Chatter
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January
Has Lead
In Masters
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)—Don
January comes from Texas,
Just like Ben Hogan, but you
sure can't say, podner, that the
midway leader in the 35th
Masters Golf Championship
thinks exactly the same way
Hogan did about golf.
For Bantam Ben, who won
the Masters twice, golf is life
and dedication to playing is
supreme. For the 41-year-old
January, who seized a onestroke 36-hole lead in the
Masters Friday by shooting his
second straight 69 for a sixunder-par 138, golf is something
he keeps definitely within
limits.
"I just don't enjoy playing
that much," said the skinny,
blue-eyed January in words
that probably would send
shivers down the Hogan spine.
"For the last 10 years I've
set a goal for myself to play
golf until I make about 965,000
in a year, and then stop,"
January explained. "If I could
do that in three tournaments a
year, I would, but it takes me
about 20. I just don't want to
take the time away from my
family and my golf course
construction business."
Of course, you also have to
say that with this attitude
January, whose only major
championship victory was in
the 1967 PGA, hasn't come
close to matching Hogan's
brilliant golf record. But he
indicates that's okay with him.

too.
"You wouldn't see me for
dust," grinned January when
asked if he would light a shuck
for Texas if the Masters' first
prize money put him over
$65,000 for the year. It can't do
that, since he's won only $18,703
so far in 1971 and the Masters
is worth $25,000, but even so,
win or lose here, he plans to
take a month off from playing
again "until the tour reaches
Dallas," his home town, with
the Byron Nelson Classic in
May.
"I'm just not strong enough
to play in live or six
tournaments in a row," said
January, who has only 165,
pounds on his bony six-foo
frame and admits he has
trouble keeping his weight that
high.

Stargell
Wrecks
Atlanta

A correction looms in the
period ahead, the Indicator
Digest believes. However "the
first three months of 1971 have
run pretty much according to
1967's scheduled and if 1967's
pattern continues to repeat '
Served Each Sunday
itself, we could see an exciting
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
rally ....before a significant Willie Stargell started
the
intermediate-term
top
is evening in a Pirate uniform,
Imo Including Dtink, Dessert & Tax
reached," the Digest says.
it i the eyes of the Atlanta
/
1
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Braves he should have been
Sindlinger
says a working as a one-man wrecking
Please the entire family.. Bring them to the month ago it &wasCo.
"concerned" zam because that's exactly
because the market was rising what he did to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
Braves...dewhile stock owner confidence nolish them.
food, fine service homey atmosphere' Make it a
was lagging. Thus the company Stargell recalled his
bleak
considers the recent slowdown '0-for April" start last
Sunday habit
season
on the market "a very
slid blamed it on his inability to
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for You thing." The company feels good
"_an function well without a full
inevitable later slide from a spring training. His
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc
scathing
higher market could have far- three-hit attack on the
i5
reaching greater consequences Braves Friday night Atlanta
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET • - proved
to over-all confidence among all ,..that he was ready,
(Including Drink and Tax)
as he led his
consumers"
team to an 8-2 win.
In other National Laague
ONE HOUR SERVICE
action, Chicago blanked Houston, 6-0, and Sari Diego beat
Los Angeles, 6-3.
In the 'American Lague,
Chicago eked past Minnesota, 32, Washington downed New
York,- 5-4 in 10 innings,
Baltimore slipped.by Detroit, 65, and Oakland tripped Kansas
City, 5-0, in a game called after
Apra 12th, 13th, 14th
PI innings because of rain.
Stargell slammed a two-run
homer and scored four times
enabling the Pirates to push
their record to 3-0 as the ont,
undefeated team in the Nation
al League.
Stargell started things of
with a single in the fourth off
losing pitcher Pat Jarvis,
EACH
reached on a fielder's choice
and scored during a four-run
Ladies & Mens
fifth, and singled in the 'ninth
and eventually scored on liob
FREE!
BOX STORAGE
Robertson's single.
Mothproofing-Mildew Proofing
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OLDHAM's NEW -JOB
BOWLING GREEN, ):.
(UPD—Basketball Coach .1(« •
ny Oldham, who led his lean,.
the semi-finals of the Nr A,
Tournament in 1978-71,
was named athletic director al 1
Western Kentucky UniveNit,
effective
July
1. 01(111.
succeeds Ted Hornbacic.
has announced his retir..n.,..

STATEMENT OF POSITION
MURRAY LOCAL OPTION COMMITTEE
To this date, the Murray Local Option Committee has refrained from publishing a
continuing flow of campaign advertising. It was felt that by calling a local option
election, the people of Murray would be offered a chance to freely choose how to
vote on an issue of major importance for the City of Murray. It was assumed that
the real issues in this election would be freely discussed, the advantages and
disadvantages of going wet carefully weighed, and, on April 20, the voice of the
people would decide the issue. However, the tone of the opposition campaign has
reached such a level, that in order to clear the air, to focus attention on the
real issue, this statement of position is offered by the Murray Local Option
Committee.
1. Economics: It is a matter of common
sense to realize that when new business comes
into Murray,it will mean new jobs. More jobs not
only in the business itself, but also in related
areas, such as building and construction, sales
and distribution. As in a sale at a department
store, an article is offered at a very low price,
with the store manager knowing that his
customers will purchase other items, not on sale.
The intent is to bring customers into the store.
And so with Murray, when residents of the
surrounding county are drawn to Murray
because it is wet. The downtown merchants, long
facing competition from suburban shopping
areas, will once again be on an equal competitive
basis.
Where the competition is keen, we the
consumers benefit, for the businessman who
offers the best product at the lowest cost will get
our business, As soon as Murray goes wet, the
nightly exodus south and to other wet cities will
stop, the purchases will be madt here, keeping
Murray money circulating here instead of in
Paris, Fulton and Mayfield.
2. Tourism:Kentucky Lake offers the
greatest recreational potential of any vacation
spot'in a five state area. Perhaps a million
tourists from as far away as 1000 miles come
here each summer. If only a small percentage
can be enticed to visit Murray, the benefit would
be beyond q*stion, We have a lovely town, and a
beautiful Campus, the more people who visit us,
the better chance we have of attracting more
students and residents. As it is now, we in
Murray offer the vacationing tourist little or
nothing, We give him no reason to visit, shop and
perhaps stay. Would you choose to take your
vacation in a Dry town, where there is no entertainment or recreational facilities? Why is
Panama City on the Floriday Coast such a
popular vacation Spot?
Economics and Tourism,of all the advantages, are by far the most important.
3. Crime, Drunkeness, related criminal acts:
This seems to be the main area of the''Dry attack.
They have spent hundreds of dollars in advertising, saying that every crime from Murder
to peeping Toms will suddenly and terrifying
increase when Murray goes wet. They have
called upon sources as far away as Los Angeles
and Texas, as close as Paducah and Bowling
Green to try to prove their point. Let's apply a
little common sense to the issue, no misleading
statistics, no di4orted facts that you can't trust.
4. Drunk Driving: If you are at a club here in
Murray and feel incapable of driving home, you

can call someone. You can't do that if you are in
Fulton or Paducah. Driving while intoxicated is
a criminal act, the police can patrol a club area
and if you appear intoxicated, they will stop you
from driving. Saturday nights, with traffic
coming home from four directions north and
south on 121 and 641, the police can't possibly keep
the drunks off the road.
5. Drinking while driving: The only reasons
why anyone drinks in a car are: a. They are too
young to drink legally, or b. They had to drive to
another town to buy. There is no reason to drink
in a car when there is a nearby club. If they are
too young to legally enter a club then they are
breaking the law anyway.
6. Alcohol related crimes: If there is a
connection between drinking and criminal acts,
which I admit there seems to be, then the only
solution is to make it illegal to drink, not only
here, but everywhere. That was tried here in the
United States, with prohibition. It did not work.
People drank anyway. Laws caftibt stop people
from drinking. When we try to pass laws to keep
people from drinking, you end up creating more
problems than you could ever solve. Organized
crime in this country had its beginning because
of the prohibition law. The only thing we can do is
be honest, admit that some people drink, and
that some people on occasion drink too much and
commit an irresponsible act. Knowing this, the
best course of action is to legalize it and work
from there to control it.
7. Summary: If you don't have to drive to
another town, then there should be less drunk
driving and fewer accidents because of driving
while intoxicated. If there is a club to go to, then
there is no reason to drink in a car. It is only
common sense to see that when a town goes wet,
crimes involving driving and drinking go down.
It is logical, and the facts and records show this
to be the case everytime. When a town goes wet,
drunk driving and driving while intoxicated is
less than before
8. Bootlegging: The dry forces have stated
that bootlegging increases when a town goes wet.
Now that makes absolutely no sense at all. If the
product is available at every store, and is less
expensive, why would a bootlegger even try to
stay in business?. There is only one possible
reason, and that is if the bootleggers were to
begin supplying a dry county from here in
Murray. The way to solve that is to vote the
entire county wet. It makes no sense at all to
think that bootlegging will increase when
Murray goes wet. It just won't happen.

O. Morality: The dry forces have used the moral issue of drinking to imply that
anyone who drinks is immoral and a sinner. If your faith says that drinking
is bad, then by all means you should not drink. But, this is a free country
and we are left to ourselves to decide what is moral and what is immoral.
To have a faith or a belief is a good thing. To try to force other
people to believe as you do is a bad thing. Let us be proud that we live
in a free country. Free to choose the church we attend, free to express
our opinions without fear of intimidatio.p or censorship. Let us stay tree by
demanding our right to choose without being told how and when and
where. Killing and robbing are crimes. Drinking is not a crime, we should
have the freedom to choose to drink or not to drink, freely, without
restrictions. I hope you will re—affirm that we are a free people, that we
enjoy being free, and intend to stay that way. To defend freedom is a
good thing, a moral thing.
Defend freedom, vote YES on April 20th.

MURRAY LOCAL OPTION COMMITTEE
(This Is A Paid Political Advertisement)'
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